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N E w s 
New mission for Eastern 
On Sept. 1, Eastern submitted a 
new Mission Statement to the state's 
Higher Education Coordinating Board 
(HECB) which called for the university 
to focus its growth on the campus in 
Cheney while maintaining program 
offerings in Spokane. 
N 0 T E s 
• message of quality before the public, 
• including faculty serving as 
• ambassadors for Eastern, and 
• committing to providing more financial 
aid and reducing the fee structure to 
• make Eastern the highest-quality, 
• lowest-cost public university in the 
• state. 
Last winter, following efforts in the 
Legislature to give preeminent status for • ___ Science Olympiad news 
Providing public high d ti. Eastern has been selected to host er e uca on Freshman numbers 
. service in the city of Spokane to • the National Science Olympiad in May 
Washington State University, the HECB rmprove · of the year 2000, the first time this 
ordered Eastern to prepare documents The fall 1998 freshman class at • national scientific and technology 
detailing plans for the growth of the • Eastern is expected to be the largest of • competition for middle school and high 
• the 1990s. Not only should freshman • school students will be held in the 
Cheney campus. The Sept. 1 document • emollments increase by at least 175 • Pacific Northwest. 
is being reviewed by the HECB, with a • from a year ago, the number of transfer • The event is expected to draw 
final version due Oct. 15• students also will be up by 200 5,000 people from throughout the 
Included in the plan is a • students at the start of classes Sept. 21. • United States and Canada, with an 
commitment that Eastern students will "~He've reversed the downward • · d vv, estimate economic impact to the 
be broadly educated and • trend we experienced in the past few • region of at least $1 million. 
technologically proficient, meaning • years," said Brian Levin-Stankevich, "We're looking for a ton of 
they will be prepared to work with the vice provost for student services and • volunteers," said Jean Cavanaugh, 
technologies of their disciplines and • emollment management. "The impact • scientific instructional supervisor at 
prepared for life-long learning. • of those declines still affect us in terms • Eastern and co-director of the Science 
The full text of the draft Mission • of continuing student numbers and • Olympiad. "I would like to encourage 
Statement and supporting materials can • budget considerations, however, we're • any people interested in promoting 
be found on the Eastern website: • delighted with what we're seeing now." • math and science among students to 
www.ewu.edu He said the university has put • call me at '(509) 359-6809 and we'll be 
greater effort in taking Eastern's • glad to put them to work" 
Author Bill Youngs 
honored 
J. William T. Youngs, author of The 
• Fair and the Falls, was named one of 10 
• Washington writers to receive the 
Governor's Writers Award for books 
• published in 1997. 
Published by the EWU Press, The 
• Fair and the Falls chronicles the history 
• of Spokane, centered around the falls 
and ending with the international 
• exposition in 1974. Author Bill Youngs 
is a professor of history at Eastern. 
MBA/MPA Weekend 
Degree Program Offered 
This fall, Eastern begins programs 
that allow students to earn a master's of 
• business administration and master's of 
• public administration by attending 
classes in downtown Spokane on a 
• "weekend only" basis. This is designed 
for working adults, including those 
• who live and work elsewhere in the 
• region but who can come to Spokane 
on some weekends during the quarter. 
Students can take a "test drive," 
meaning they may take up to 12 credits 
before obtaining formal admission to a 
• graduate program at Eastern - to see if 
they truly wish to pursue a post-
• baccalaureate degree. Call (509) 359-
2803 for the MBA and (509) 994-5430 
for the MPA. 
State matching dollars ($250,000) were received in August to complete a • 
Five new full-tuition scholarships are now available for EWU students thanks to 
. a $300,000 bequest from the late Frances B. Huston, former professor of English, 
and $21,000 from former English professor Mary Ann Nelson, a good friend of 
$500,000 endowment from long-time EWU supporters Neal and Helen Fosseen, and 
Akira Kusaga, Chancellor and Chairman of the Board of Mukogawa Gakuin and 
President of Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute. Endowment funds will be used to 
create the Fosseen/Kusaga Distinguished Professorship in International Programs. Shown 
here (1 tor) are Fosseen, Kusaga and EWU president Dr. Stephen Jordan. 
• Huston's. Nelson is shown here with EWU president Stephen Jordan. 
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This is a copy of a guest 
column by Dr. Stephen M. 
f ordan, president of 
Eastern Washington 
University, which ran in 
edition of The 
Spokesman-Review. 
Dr. f ordan invites Eastern 
alumni and friends, as 
well as other members of 
the public, to share 
observations and ideas by 
calling the EWll 
President's Office at ( 509) 
359-2371 or e-mailing: 
sjordan@mail.ewu.edu. 
Eastern ~ ui11g 
Core Mission 
Just two months ago, it became my • sons and daughters of this region and : students. We will begin making 
• responsibility to oversee a higher • sending them off to fine careers and • targeted investments in some specific 
• education institution that directly · lives of community service. • areas of excellence at Eastern, 
• impacts many of you, your families and • Still, there have been short-term • strengthening them for the .future. 
• friends. • issues in the headlines this past year - • 
My name is Stephen M. Jordan, the • a budget gap and enrollment 
• new president of Eastern Washington • downturns. Our budget is in balance 
• University. I would like to take this • thanks to the use of carry forward 
• opportunity to tell you a little about • dollars, and our freshman enrollments 
• what is happening at Eastern, your • look excellent for the fall, both as the 
• neighborhood university, and to • result of some short-term initiatives. 
• introduce myself to the Spokane area • Nevertheless, these two items are 
• community. • indicators that Eastern needs to make 
In just a few days, Eastern will • long-term systematic changes that 
·: submit a revised mission statement to • reflect our new mission and ensure a 
• the state's Higher Education • strong future. And, we will. 
. Coordinating Board (HECB), as we were • Here's what we're doing: 
• directed to do last winter. It's a simple - Restructuring the organization. 
• document which states our heartfelt • Not very exciting to talk about, but it is 
• belief that it is the role of Eastern • important that our structure supports 
• Washington University to maintain its • the direction we want to go in. For 
• professional program offerings in • example, student services (admissions, 
• Spokane while focusing on the growth. • housing, clubs, intramurals, etc.) are 
• of our Cheney campus. • vital to a healthy campus life, but at 
It seems clear that as Eastern • . present are overseen by three different 
• responded to the needs of students • admini~trators. We need comprehensive 
• seeking professional programs in . horizontal service for students. And, we 
• Spokane in recent years, we may have • will have that. 
taken our main campus a bit for - Academic program review. The 
• granted. It's good that we were • process has begun already to review all 
reminded of that fact. • of Eastern's academic programs to be 
Eastern's Cheney campus is the • sure the breadth and depth of what we 
• trunk of our tree; our offerings in • offer is appropriate for our mission. 
• Spokane arid elsewhere are our limbs. • Over the course of this year, we will 
• We know where we're rooted. • determine which programs should 
Our new mission statement speaks • continue intact. We will examine 
• to what I have begun calling our • which ones might be merged with 
. "Metropolitan Advantage" - a • other programs at the university or 
• traditional residential campus complete • perhaps partnered with similar 
• with strong academic programs, NCAA- • programs at other public or private 
• Division I football, a Greek system and • institutions and what, if any, new 
• more - all of this adjacent to a major • programs should be added. Some 
• metropolitan city where students have • offerings will be eliminated. 
In my short time here, I have 
• already learned what a wonderful asset 
• and resource Eastern is for this region 
• and about the special niche the 
: university occupies. Bob Craves, chair 
• of the HECB, called Eastern the best-
• kept secret in the state. We're going to 
• see to it that Eastern isn't a secret much 
• longer. 
On a personal note, my wife, 
• Ruthie, and I are pleased to be here and 
: living in University House, a fine 
• historic structure in the heart of the 
• Cheney campus. We already consider it 
• our home and are hosting many 
• university events there. 
I came to Eastern from a position 
• as executive director of the Kansas 
: Board of Regents. While I handled 
• policy for 80,000 students at six public 
• institutions in Kansas, it has long been 
• my goal to be able to affect individual 
• students on a campus that I could get 
to know personally. 
I have that opportunity now, and I 
• consider it to be a trust to be handled 
• with integrity, gratitude and respect, as 
• well as candor and vigor - and open 
• to input from the public. A president 
• does not function well in isolation. 
I believe earnestly that the future 
• Eastern Washington University and th 
: Spokane region are intertwined and 
• bright indeed. Thank you for the warm 
• welcome Ruthie and I have received 
• already. 
• access to a variety of internship and No students enrolled at Eastern will • 
Dr. Stephen M. Jordan 
presid~nt 
• employment experiences, as well as • become disenfranchised by what we are : Eastern Washington University 
• cultural activities of the highest caliber. • setting out to do, a task which will take • 
• The only other public institution in the • a few years to accomplish. Students will · 
• state which can equal this is the • be able to complete programs they've 
• University of Washington. • begun! 
We have strong academic programs • - Targeted invesbnents. The 
• at Eastern. Our faculty and staff are • above two activities will help us bring 
• talented and dedicated. For decades, • our budget in line while improving the • 
• Eastern has been quietly educating the • operation of the university for its 
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nyone who lived through the 
glory years of America's 
pace program or has witnessed 
its recent resurrection via Hollywood 
and television, will no doubt recall Neil • 
Armstrong's dramatic statement in July • 
1969, "The Eagle Has Landed." 
This October, nearly three decades 
later, our own symbolic Eagle has been • 
Cleared for Takeoff and you're invited 
to join the liftoff of an exciting new 
year at EWU. A new direction with a 
new leader. A campus full of visible 
change and vitality. A new optimism 
backed by encouraging signs of growth • 
and strength. These are just some of 
the signs that Eastern is poised to 
dramatically soar to new heights in the • 
years to come. 
What better way to celebrate all 
these exciting, positive developments 
than by making this the best 
Homecoming ever at Eastern. That's 
exactly what we intend to do, even as 
we use the occasion to remember our 
· Schedule of Events for Homecoming Week 
October 8 - 10, 1998 
Thurs., Oct 8 - 6:30 p.m. Homecoming Parade 
7:30 pm Pep Rally and Bon Fire 
8:00 p.m. Homecoming Bed Race 
Fri., Oct 9 - 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. "Tune Up for Homecoming" 
Alumni Hospitality, Spokane Center. See detailed description, page 5. 
• rich history and the sound traditions 
• which continue at Eastern today. 
We invite you to look through 
• some of the events happening on the 
• list of scheduled activities below. You'll 
• see some old favorites - bed races 
• through Cheney, a homecoming 
• parade, a pep rally and football game ... 
• but you'll also see a number of first-
• time events that are certain to fill your 
weekend with fun and excitement. 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. library Murder Mystery Tour "Death and Dessert," • 
benefiting the library Collection Endowment Fund. See related article, If you haven't been to a 
• Homecoming weekend at Eastern pages 6-7. 
Saturday, Oct 10 
7:30 a.m. Check in for ROTC 5-K Run. Entry Fee $10 (day of race $15) Presented 
by EWU Fighting Battalion. See description page 5. For details call 359-
2386. 
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Admissions Open House. Prospective students 
& families can explore campus life at EWU. For details, call (509)359-
2397 or toll-free (888)740-1914. Event supported by Southwest Airlines. 
10:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. All University, All College Tailgate. See description, 
page 5. 1:05 Game Tune: EWU vs. WWU. 
• before, or not for several years, this 
• may truly be the year to start. What a 
• great way to show support for your 
• university and your faith, as an alum, 
• that the best years are yet to come! 
To the left is a list of Homecoming 
• events most likely to be enjoyed by our 
• alums. Please feel free to attend student 
• Homecoming events and activities. For 
• more information on these events, call 
• (509) 359-6303 or toll-free (888) EWU-
• ALUM. 
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"I relive the great times at Eastern every 
year when I retupi to enjoy 
· Homecoming festivities. The familiar 
faces, winning football team, "no-
Tawanka" food and visiting the tiny 
house I lived in always makes for a fun 
weekend of great memories to share 
with my daughters." 
Kerry Lynch~ Class of '75 
Past-president, EWUAA 
''We welcome all alums to join us Friday night at the Hospitality 
Hour. We can cheer on the aslumni band as they rehearse for the 
game. It will be especially fun for alums who were involved in 
activities such as cheerleading, athletics, Homecoming royalty, dance 
... to share Homecoming memories." 
Clarice (Lavin) Burkhart, Class Of 1957 
Majorette, cheerleader, Sacajawea 
Homecoming Event Reservation Form 
-:tune Upfor Homecoming 
6:00 -9:00 p.m. Friday, October 9, 1998 Ey\TU Spokane Center 705 W. 
First Avenue (corner of First and Wall) Spokane . 
·.• • Rene~ old friendships and make newoI1esl Inviting all EWU 
Afumni and friends. Come and share your EWU memories. 
• Cheer .. on the Alumni Band, directed by Pete Exline as they 
rehearse for the big game! (If you played in the EWU band as a 
student and want to . play inc. the Alumni Band, call (509)359-2472.) 
• Refreshments provided with a no-host bar.· 
Where Eagles 1.Jare .::...._:5K Road .Race & Challenge 
.,8.:30 a.m. (7:30 check-in) Saturday, Oct. 10, 199~ EWU Campus Mall 
• Covrse - a loop through Cheney & EWU campus. 
• Race time - 8:30 a.m. (7:30 a.m. check-in) 
. • F,ntryfe~ - $10 Jday of race - $15) 
• Deadline for pre-registration - Oct. 9, 1998 
Death and bes.sert -JFK.library Fundraiser 
7:00 -9:00 p.m. Friday, Octo~r 9. Call Shari Huffman at 927-7846 
Biggest Tailga,te in EWU History 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Saturday, 
Qct.10, 1998 (Lot #Pl2 - above the field) 
This 'all-college, all-university event is our way of saying: 
. Thank . .You EWU Alum~! ~ 
• Free BBQ for all game ticket holders! 
• Meet EWU President, Dr. Stephen Jordan and his wife, Ruth. 
• Homecoming Game: EWU vs. WW,U at 1:05 p.m. 
• Air fare discount available from·Southwest Airlines. 
(Call the EWU Alumni Office for details) Prizes, 
including round trip air fare, courtesy of Southwest Airlines! 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - 7 
Return this form to the Alumni Office by October 1, 1998 
(RSVP optional, but helpful) 
Name ___________________ _ 
Address ___ _______________ _ 
City _________ State ___ Zip ___ _ 
Phone E-mail ________ _ 
# __ Football tickets @ $5 each (if purchased by 10/1 - $8 if 
purchased at gate) 
# __ Homecoming Longsleeve Henleys @ $20 
M L XL XXL 
# Please send information on the ROTC SK Road Rate 
# __ Yes, I will attend Friday night event 
# __ Yes, I will attend Saturday Tailgate event 
For more information, contact EWU Alumni Office 
526 5th Street, MS 122, Cheney WA 99004-2431 
Call 1-888-EWU-ALUM or (509) 359-6303 
L---------- . -----------~ 
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A Gateway to the Future 
At the heart of 
any university's 
academic mission 
is its library, the 
traditional place 
for study and a 
gateway to 
knowledge derived 
from a wide 
variety of sources. 
On October 2, 1998, a ededication ceremony on the Cheney campus will mark the 
completion of extensive remodeling 
and a major addition to the John F. 
Kennedy Library. Ground was broken 
for the library project during fall 1995 
and work progressed steadily until its 
completion near the end of spring 
quarter of this year. 
Here are some of the features of the 
newly completed library project: 
• More than 157, 400 square feet of 
Rededication oU the JFK Library 
• • Federal Depository Collection 
providing access to the largest 
collection of federal documents in 
Spokane County; 
• Thirty-four audio/visual carrels to 
access media materials, from video-
taped lectures to laser disks; 
• • Thirteen group study rooms on each 
of three levels; 
• • 794 study carrels, 350 of them 
internet-wired with data jacks for 
• services. This allows library personnel 
• to provide maximum assistance to 
• students who wish to gain access to 
• both print and electronic resources. 
Quadrupled seating, improved 
• connectivity with electronic resources 
• around the world, and 21 miles of 
• stacks to accommodate ten-year's 
• growth, illustrate how the JFK Library 
• is responding not only to the needs of 
• today's students, but to those of the 
the redevelopment of the central mall 
and adjoining walkways. 
Redesigning of the Mall itself has 
included an elaborate art project called 
the Codex-Ur, which was created by 
artist Gloria Bornstein. In her artwork, 
she makes connections between people, 
land, history and culture. In creating 
her artwork, From One to Z, in the 
EWU Mall, the design includes granite 
benches for seating and a cement 
stream bed embedded with round river 
stones. These stones were developed 
• from "tokens," an archaic record-
• keeping device that established the 
• continuity between the invention of 
abstract counting and incised signs of 
writing. Together with the sound and 
• sight of flowing water, they create a 
• tranquil setting at the main entrance to 
• the Mall. 
One of the first events to be held 
• in the new mall was a Seahawks 
personal laptops to access email 
and the web; 
space (formerly 85,000 square feet); • 
• Special Collections Reading Room 
• • 1,313 seats for students; 
• next generation of students as well. 
Eastern's JFK Library is truly a 
• library of the future, a gateway to the 
. exciting new advances in information 
• technology which are sure to come. 
and research facility to study 
archival material and rare books; • • Twenty assignable study carrels for 
graduate students and faculty. 
Increased Accessibility 
and Service 
The New Mall 
From the very conception of the 
As advancing technology continues • JFK addition and remodel project, a 
• to expand the availability of research • tangible effort has been made to link 
• materials to nearly limitless levels, the • the library physically and aesthetically 
• JFK Library has responded by • with the campus as a whole. At the 
• expanding its own collections and • heart of the university's academic 
• making it easier for researchers to access • mission and research activities, the 
sources of information outside the • library should be uniquely accessible to : 
• library's physical walls. • the campus community, both literally 
The recent reconfiguration of space • and figuratively - in terms of its 
• in the newly expanded library also has • appearance on campus. This is why the • 
• increased the visibility and prominence • core design of the entrance along the 
• of both reference and circulation • north side of the building was tied to 
extravaganza, organized by the Office 
of Admissions, the Alumni Relations 
Office and various other campus 
departments and individuals. At the 
event, an estimated 2,000 people -
including alumni, students, potential 
studen ts and guests - spent a sunny 
day on the mall enjoying food, 
entertainment, campus tours and 
opportunities to get Seahawks 
autographs and win door prizes. 
The successful event in the shadow 
of the newly completed Library project 
represented a perfect example of the 
relationship between academics and 
campus activities. Together, they create 
the total university experience for 
students while providing a variety of 
services, opportunities and activities for 
the community. 
A Brief History of 
Eastem's Libraries 
From a single room in Showalter 
Hall to the beautifully expanded and 
remodeled library you see today, 
Eastern's libraries have supported the 
goals and mission of Eastern 
Washington University by serving the 
research needs of the university's 
students and faculty members. 
Here are some of the key periods in 
the history of Eastern's libraries: 
1915 - 1940 
Cheney Normal Library 
Showalter Hall, Third Floor 
1940 - 1967 
Hargreaves Library 
Hargreaves Hall 
1967 - 1995 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Library 
August 1995 - February 1997 
JFK Construction Phase 1: 
construction of addition 
February 1997 - April 1997 
Construction Phase Ila: 
Move services, offices, collections 
into addition 
April 1997 - June 1997 
Construction Phase Ilb: 
asbestos removal in existing JFK 
June 1997 - May 1998 
Construction Phase III: 
remodel existing JFK 
May 1998 - August 1998 
Construction Phase IV: 
reconfigure collections, services and 
offices throughout JFK 
• October 1998 
Rededication of JFK Library 
Schedule of 
Rededication Events 
• Friday, October 2, 1998 - The Mall 
. 2:00 - 3:00 P.M. 
Library Rededication 
Keynote speaker (to be announced) 
3:00 - 5:00 P.M. 
Library Reception and Tours 
For event information, please call 
• 359-2264. 
The Vision Behind 
the Design 
Excerpts from the Architectural 
• Design Statement: 
"The John F. Kennedy Library is the • 
intellectual focus and informational 
repository for the -qniversity - a 
community that glorifies the pursuit 
• and acquiring of knowledge. As such, it 
should take its rightful place as the 
• 'cathedral of the university," filled with • 
the light of reason. Not only is the 
library a "warehouse" of accumulated 
• knowledge, but it is also a place that 
must celebrate the use of that 
• knowledge in attaining n ew heights in 
• intellectual endeavors." 
• • First Editions - $ 7 5 - 249 annually 
"One of the goals for the project • University Libraries. • Dean's Collections - $250 or more 
• was to create an open and light Members will volunteer for special annually 
• atmosphere that welcomes and inspires • programs and events sponsored by the Dues, of course, are tax-deductible. 
• the pursuit and acquiring of • EWU Libraries, usually under the All members will receive a 
knowledge. To accomplish this, the • direction of the Library Development • newsletter and a commemorative 
• north and south facades are glazed. The • Board, such as the King Cole Reception bookmark. Every member will receive 
use of significant amounts of glazing • held in the Collections Room in May. • invitations to the special events and, in 
• makes the building more visually • Mr. Cole was honored for gifting the some cases, there will be discounts. 
accessible and fills much of the space Library with his papers from Expo '7 4. • Different levels of membership mean 
• with controlled natural light." An upcoming event on October 9 • different levels of benefits. Brochures 
"The form of the building also 
responds to environmental concerns as 
• the building facade steps back at each 
floor to provide sun protection for the 
• south facing windows. A skylight lobby 
• located in the center of the building 
allows diffuse natural light to flood the 
• internal areas of the main and upper 
levels." 
• - Death and Dessert - will be an • will be available soon with the precise 
• entertaining evening which benefits the • information. 
• Library Collection Endowment Fund. The Library and its services are of 
• The Mystery Division actors from • signal importance to Eastern 
• Spokane - including Patrick Treadway Washington University. The new 
- will be staging the evening against • facilities are technically perfect and 
• the impressive backdrop of the elegant • aesthetically pleasing, and should be a 
• foyer of the Library. Guests will be • source of pride for all of the EWU 
• participating in the solving of a • Community. Events such as the Cole 
·- "murder" as well as enjoying decadent Reception and the upcoming mystery 
desserts and champagne. Cost for this night ensure that faculty, students and 
• event is $50. For more information, off-campus communities are aware of 
Be a Friend please call Shari Huffman at 927-7846. • Eastern Washington University 
It seems only fitting that with Future events will be announced in • Libraries. A successful and enthusiastic 
• completion of the beautiful new John F. : campus publications and community • Friends of the Library group will help 
Kennedy Memorial Library building, a • papers. • provide this awareness. 
• Friends of the Library group be Membership for Friends of the Plan now to be a Friend! For 
launched. For those who may be • Library is available on several levels. • membership information, call Shari 
• unfamiliar with "Friends," its mission is • • Students, aka: Best Sellers - $10 Huffman at 927-7846. 
to serve as advocates for, and promote annually 
• awareness of, the Eastern Washington • • Classics - $30 annually by John Soennichsen 
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Help Us Assess Your Online Needs! 
A Task Force of EWU alums and EWU personnel are exploring ways to increase • 
electronic communication and services for EWU alums. Your answers to the survey 
on this page will help us determine what services would be of most interest to you. 
We ask that you take a few moments to complete the form and return it to the 
address listed below by October 10. Or, you can fax a copy of this form to (509) 
359-4229 or use our web site: http://www.alum.ewu.edu, or e-mail responses to: 
alumni@ewu.edu if that's more convenient for you. 
While we're discussing surveys, it's not too late to return your readership survey • 
found in the last issue of Perspective. The information is invaluable to us as we plan 
the next year for your alumni publication. Thanks for your help! 
r--------------------------7 
Online Task Force Survey of EWU alums · 
E-mail or Web-Based Services: 
(Please rate your interest using the following scale: 
4=very interested, 3=interested, 2=don't care, l=would not want it.) 
1 __ E-mail referral: e-mail referral for life provides continuity if you move, 
change jobs or service providers. 
2 __ A package deal with an Internet Service Provider: similar to the EWU 
credit card in providing special rates and services for EWU alums. 
3 __ An Alumni e-mail newsletter providing brief updates on EWU and 
upcoming events. 
4 __ On-line Alumni Directory: Locate friends, career contacts through an 
on-line directory of EWU Alums. 
5 __ Career Database: facilitates career networking, posting vacancies, 
providing a forum for alums to share career advice and information to 
current or prospective EWU students, mentoring, etc. 
6 __ Alum Yellow Pages: EWU alums advertise their services and products on 
the web. 
7 __ On-line information and registration for EWU activities, merchandise 
and services such as Homecoming, Reunions, EWU credit cards, EWU 
memorabilia, etc. 
8 Chat rooms for alums. 
9 __ On-line education for: professional development, undergraduate credit, 
graduate credit. List topics of interest: ____ _______ _ 
Other services that would interest you: ___ ______ ______ _ 
Please tell us if you are: an EWU alum 
related to an EWU alum 
other: _ ______________ _ 
OPTIONAL 
Your Name: _____ ____ ______ __________ _ 
Address: _____ _ __________________ _ 
City _ ____ ___ _ ___ State ___ Zip 
Phone: e-mail: ____________ _ 
Please return this form by October 10 
On Line Alumni Task Force 
EWU Alumni Relations 
MS- 122 
Cheney,WA 99004-2431 
Phone: 1-888-EWU-ALUM or 
1-509-359-6303 
EASTERN 
WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY .. 
E-mail: alumni@ewu.edu : •• • 
Fax: (509) 359-4229 or use our web site: ~
http://www.alum.ewu.edu / 
~ 
L- - ----- - - - ------- - -~-----~ 
-
Show· Your Eagle Pride 
• Henley, long gray 
sleeves or short 
red sleeves 
D 
A 
E 
... with this EWU Alumni Merchandise 
Memorabilia Order Form 
Alumni T-Shirts, Sweatshirts and Henleys: Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL. 
(A) Diamond Design--Red with White/Black Lettering or White with Red/Black Lettering. 
T-Shirts--$20.00 each. 
Color _____ _ Size ___ Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
Sweatshirts--$30.00 each. 
Color ___ ___ Size ___ Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
(B) White with Red EWU ALUMNI 
T-Shirts--$20.00 each. 
Size _ _ _ Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
Sweatshirts--$30.00 each. 
Size ___ Quantity _ __ Total $ __ _ 
(C) Red EWU logo Embossed Sweatshirt--$40.00 each. 
Size ___ Quantity ___ Total$ __ _ 
(D) Gray Henleys--$25.00 each. Long Gray Sleeves with Red Eagle logo. 
Size ___ Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
Red Short Sleeves--$25.00 each. Gray with Red Eagle logo. 
Size ___ Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
(E) Standard size License Plate Bracket with red and white lettering. 
Single--$15.00 each. Set--$27.00 each. 
Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
Call for information about our new polos and mock turtlenecks! 
Also available from the Washington State Department of Licensing: EWU Eagle License Plates. 
(F) Brass Diploma--$65.00 each. Quantity ___ Total $ __ _ 
Brass diploma mounted on a walnut plaque. Include your graduation year and degree. 
Please print your name as you would like it to appear on the plaque. 
Also available Class Under Glass Presentation Framing. Display your diploma, tassel and more under 
glass. For more information, contact the EWU Alumni Office. 
(G) Showalter Hall Limited Edition Lithographs. Lithographs of an oil painting by Pacific Northwest 
artist, Carl Funseth. The scene is a front view of Showalter Hall and the "Herculean" pillars and walls, 
circa 1940s. Call toll free: (800) 237-4433 for ordering information. 
Make check payable to EWUAA. Return checks and order to the EWU Alumni Office, 
MS-122, Eastern Washington University, 526 5th Street, Cheney, WA 99004-2431. Tele-
phone, toll free, (888) EWU-ALUM; FAX (509) 359-4229; or E-mail lsowers@ewu.edu. 
Name ________________ _ _ _________ _ 
Address ________________ _ _________ _ 
City _________ State _ ~ip ___ Phone _ ______ _ 
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Note,9 ~f,le~f!~ 
to· ~~rJts . "· 
t A number ofworld-tenowi1ed t .. . . . . . . · . . '• ••·• . ·,·· 
speakers will visit ~stem over.the -~ext,, 
~everal .. months as part of the E.fstern 
bialogues series of lectures. From 
chimpanzee behavior to environn:.e1,:1tal 
ilestin~ topics will cover a wide range . 
of topics, and feature speakfrs whose 
years of experience fllld noted 
t 
l)r. Rutll We~theimet 
' t{S~µall~ Speaking with Dr. 
Date; October 21, 1998 
Time: 7:'3Q p.m. 
Location: Sho\yalter Auditorium 
Dr. Ruth Westh~i:rp~ is a 
psy<=t1osexual ther~pistvyho helned to 
pioneer the field of media psychol9gy 
with 1).:1:. radio program, "Sexually 
Speafirig/' in J980. Trained as a sex 
therapist a1 the New York Hos:gital/ 
Cornell _University .Medical Center, 
·' . 
'If. 
earned her Ed.D. at Colu1;:1bia , , . . ) 
Univt:!rSif}r,s Teacher C;ollege. With bet ,~ : 
uniqu: ~tyle and communicaf!ve .... ·. ;j 
abtJ,ities;cDr. Wes~euper l}as TI:.~c:le wi?e: 
:1se. of f!le mass media, to ~~Ip. ~PJ~ad ... . · -~ : 
~h.it~he has ,_fabile.d '"sexual .,.lit::fa~' .; • 
to . aud.i,~ces,in tlie·u.s. _and ·aroun.d ,thg • 
vyprld . ij She· is an Adjt1nct Asso~iat: 
Prqt:ssm a,t N.Y;U. and .i,~ !~e autliot 
, J 1, pqo!s ·anda, . synd,i.cateq. n,ewspaper 
. column. 
Along ~ith warm, homespun service, members of 
Washington School Employees Credit Union enjoy some 
pretty nice perks. 
Eligible members can get in on auto loan rates as low as 
7°/o APR (depending on down payment and loan length) 
and home equity loans at an incredible 8% APR. 
To join Washington School Employees Credit Union, you 
must be a Washington school employee or the relative of 
a member and live in Washington. 
*Rates, terms, and availability are subject to change without notice. 
Dl t 
Washington School Employees 
~Credit Union 
//lllff ~ at PEMCO Financial Services 
2002 North Atlantic Street, Spokane • 328-8500 
325 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle• 628-4010 
l-888-628-4010 toll free• TDD access: l-800-628-6070 
www.wsecu.org 
02175 09/1998 
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Eastern's High-Tech 
C ontinuing to address its many • scenario is a series of small steps responsibilities as a regional • over long periods of time. Only university, Eastern Washington • rarely, in fact, does the public ever 
University is proud of its many working- : hear about the ultimate application 
relationships with the Spokane business • of a new technology to products or 
community. These are partnerships • services in the marketplace. 
which have been designed to better Thankfully, the Inland 
serve the citizens of Spokane and the • Northwest region is served by the 
region, to enhance the area's economic • Spokane Intercollegiate Research 
picture, and to assist in the • and Technology Institute (SIRTI), a 
development of exciting new • consortium of five educational 
technology with exciting possibilities • institutions that allow students to 
for improving the lives of people in the • work with professors and industry 
Inland Northwest. • in technology transfer projects. The 
Following is a series of reports on • whole point of SIRTI is to transform 
Eastern's ties to Spokane through • research into products and services 
working business partnerships and the • in such an expedient manner that 
development of exciting new projects. • the public will readily see the 
• benefits of these new technologies. 
Since its dedication in 1994, 
• SIRTI has been helping companies 
• transform technological ideas into 
• actual products manufactured right 
• here in the Inland Northwest. This 
• innovative way of applying 
• technology and research is creating 
• new businesses and family-wage 
• jobs while generating sustainable 
• economic growth. 
SIRTI builds partnerships to 
SffiTI: Delivering as · develop technologies and 
Promised · . commercialize new products. The 
As we near the millennium, it • Institute combines and leverages the 
seems that new scientific discoveries are • resources of business, regional 
occurring more and more frequently. • higher education, and state and 
Scarcely a week goes by that • federal governments to nurture 
newspapers or television networks • every project with the strength and 
aren't reporting on one significant • ingenuity it needs to succeed. 
finding or another. By providing research and 
But many times after many such • development capabilities to 
announcements are made, news about • established technology companies 
these scientific discoveries seems to fade • and path-breaking entrepreneurs, 
away quietly and we never hear about ,• SIRTI cultivates businesses and offers 
them again. This, of course, is the • a competitive edge to small and 
nature of research - so-called • mid-sized companies with limited 
"breakthroughs" are few and far • resources. Eastern has been deeply 
between, and the typical research • · involved with SIRTI since its 
• inception and continues to be a major 
• player in the development and testing 
• of potential products. Here are a few 
: projects currently underway at SIRTI. 
• software, compact discs and other 
• products vulnerable to illegal 
• duplication. The technology is solid, 
: but the three-dimensional images have 
• been slow and costly to produce. 
Safer Milk Enter New Light Industries, a 
Most people take the quality of the • Spokane-based firm specializing in 
• milk they drink for granted, but a • holograms and optical systems. 
• significant amount of bacterial testing is • Virtually every commercial holography 
• needed on a regular basis throughout • company in the world uses its patented 
: the process of delivering milk from the : processes. Working with EWU 
• dairy to your local supermarket. The • departments of chemistry /biochemistry 
• time and expense this takes directly • and technology, New Light has 
• affects the ultimate cost of the product. • developed a holographic imagesetter 
With these costs and associated • that completes in seconds a process 
• delays in mind, a Spokane • which existing technologies can take 
• biotechnology start-up firm - • up to a week to accomplish. 
• GenPrime, Inc. - has pioneered a 21st : The process makes practical the 
• Century dairy testing innovation. A • . production of custom-patterned and 
• $70,000 grant from SIRTI has allowed • serialized images. It also marks an 
• Jim Fleming, from Eastern's Biology 
• Department to work with GenPrime 
• biologists to develop and test a total 
• bacteria analysis cassette (TBAC) which 
• will allow for faster, more efficient 
• testing for bacteria in milk. Using the 
• TBAC, dairies can more than quadruple • 
• their testing productivity and determine • 
• results in a fraction of the time needed 
• by current techniques. GenPrime is 
• currently working with SIRTI and-two 
• Washington state dairies to design and 
• field test the new process. 
• Commercialization of the TBAC is 
• expected to begin in 1999. 
Revenues for the future biotech 
• firm are expected to reach $1 million 
• by the year 2,000, and GenPrime 
• should eventually employ 15 people. 
Steve McGraw, from New Light Industries. 
• exciting application for security 
• applications such as tracking codes or 
identification numbers. 
In the summer of 1997, New Light 
Holo~am Technolo,gy : posted the first sale of its imaging 
We've all seen them before; tliere • product - the HI 600 Holographic 
• are probably two or three in your wallet • Imagesetter - to the British firm, Light 
• or purse. They're called holographic • Impressions, Ltd. New Light forecasts a 
• images, and the silvery, 3-D pictures are • revenue of $5 million by the year 2000 
• primarily used to prevent counterfeiting • and should also generate 13 full-time 
• of credit cards, driver's licenses, • jobs by that time. 
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• computer science farulty from Eastern · an important service to both the 
Improved Cattle Breeding and other regional colleges and companies needing employees, and the 
• accountants, technical consultants and 
Artificial insemination is widely • universities. By accessing an Internet • graduates out there looking for jobs." 
used to improve the favorable database that functions as a continuous • 
lawyers. As envisioned in the Terabyte 
• Triangle configuration, all these support 
• services would be clustered around 
characteristics of cattle. The rate of on-line survey implement, companies 
successful births, however, has • will be able to indicate their short and 
traditionally been affected by problems long-term employment needs. 
with longevity and potency of frozen • Computer science farulty members 
bull sperm. A Spokane start-up from various regional universities can 
biotechnology firm - Advanced • then monitor the database on an 
Reproduction Technologies, Inc. (AR1) ongoing basis and help companies 
- has been working at SIRTI on locate candidates from a pool of current 
development of a prototype freezing • students and recent graduates. 
medium to address these problems and • "As an example, 11 says Britt, "let's 
improve both longevity and potency. • say Johnson Matthey Electronics 
Working with biologists at Eastern, • decides they need to start hiring 
the firm completed in vitro testing in • mechanical engineers. With this 
Spokane's Terabyte 
Triangle 
"If you wire it, they will come." 
So say members of an innovative 
team who first conceived of a high-tech 
• project that may well revolutionize the 
· way business is carried out in a large 
· sector of downtown Spokane. 
The idea of the Terabyte Triangle 
• ("byte" used to reflect informational 
• rather than electronic products) 
• major Internet service or product 
• providers within the Terabyte Triangle 
• sector. 
Serving as tri-chairs of the Terabyte 
Triangle project are Dr. Steven 
• Simmons, professor of computer 
• science at Eastern; Dr. Terry Novak, 
• director of Spokane's Joint Center for 
• Higher Education; and Lyle Anderson; 
director of the Spokane Intercollegiate 
• Research and Technology Institute 
1996 and has·been conducting clinical • program in place, the company could 
studies. ART has filed for both U.S. and • post its need on our on-line system and 
international patents on the technology • the providers (the colleges and 
developed through this project. • universities) could immediately see this • 
The group is also exploring other • need and arrange to provide those 
(SIRTI). Simmons first 
suggested the idea to the 
other two in 1996, though 
he had been refining the 
notion in his mind since 
1994, when he first read an 
article in the San Frandsco 
Chronicle about the 
burgeoning high 
technology prosperity of 
that city's downtown core. 
adaptations of its technology for the • engineers, if they have recent graduates . 
artificial insemination of other species, in that field. or, if the need appears to 
including poultry, equine, canine and • be long-term, they might decide to 
endangered animals. • initiate an academic program to train 
By the year 2000, ART anticipates : more engineers." 
revenues of $1 million, and the full- "Ideally," adds Britt, "this system 
time employment of three biologists. • will dramatically cut the time period in • 
These are just three of the many • which academic institutions have to 
"I thought the time 
had really come for 
Spokane to latch onto that 
idea," recalls Simmons. 
projects at SIRTI which are taking new • respond to the nee9s of employers." 
technologies and turning them into If, in other words, a company can 
tangible products with real importance • inform local colleges and universities 
in the lives of American consumers. • that a need is developing in a partirular 
IT field, those institutions can tailor 
Connecting Employers . programs designed to fill those needs. 
with Graduates on an individual basis, a college or 
As the head of a growing • university's computer science 
information technology firm, you've department could custom tailor a 
determined that the direction your student's major to meet the specific 
company is heading in makes it • skills required by the companies who 
imperative to bring a half-dozen post their needs over this system. 
mechanical engineers on board over "Responsiveness will be the key to 
the next several months. this on-line system," adds Britt. "Our 
So how do you go about finding · goal is to replace the long-term, word-
some qualified candidates? Should you of-mouth techniques currently used to 
place an ad in the local paper? Call a get the word out when specific 
few people you know for leads? Try to • information technology skills are 
hire away a few engineers from some of • needed by these firms." 
your competitors? Britt sees the system operating as a 
This scenario represents the one . continual two-way survey of firms and 
major downside of the rapidly growing, • educational providers that will allow for 
fast-changing Information Technology quick turn-around in the provision of 
(I1) market, which is the envy of other : qualified employees. on a long-term 
business sectors around the world. That · basis, there will be more opportunities 
downside - an ever-present shortage of • for on-line meetings, pulling groups 
personnel. • together on-line for discussions about 
"There are currently a half million workplace needs in the region. 
IT jobs open in this country," says Beth "If we can do a better job of 
Britt, associate professor of computer providing employment," says Britt, "the 
science at Eastern. "These positions are • more we will see companies start 
going unfilled because there are simply • coming to us. If we can do a better job 
not enough qualified applicants." of matching people to positions, 
Soon, however, a new program to • training people for the jobs in demand, 
connect employers with employees will • and monitoring the field and its 
begin tapping the expertise of • changing needs, we will be providing 
The first building to 
Map of Terabyte Triangle area in Spokane take advantage of the 
concept and wire itself for 
• combines the best of two economically state-of-the-art Internet connections 
. proven effects to create a zone of was the Fernwell Building, a 107-year-
• successful and mutually supportive • old landmark at Riverside Avenue and 
• businesses. Stevens Streets. By fall 1997, the 
The Silicon Valley effect refers to • building was ready to supply tenants 
clusters of mutually beneficial with the connections they needed to 
• businesses operating in close proximity • pursue their high-tech businesses. 
• within a well-defined geographic area. The Fernwell Building has seen a· 
. In Spokane's case, this is a triangular • tremendous increase in interested 
• area encompassing much of the • occupants and represents the potential 
. downtown core. The Triangle is for nearly every major building within 
· bounded by the Spokane Arena to the • the Triangle to "deliberately wire itself 
north, Browne's Addition to the west, to attract high-tech companies," says 
• the Riverpoint Higher Education Park • Simmons. "They are the trailblazers in 
• on the east and the city's major rail that sense." 
• lines to the south. Simmons and his fellow chairs 
"We think of it as an inclusive • believe that other buildings within the 
• system," assures Steve Simmons, EWU area will follow suit over the next few 
• professor of computer science, "not a · years, and the number of Internet 
hard-edged boundary that cuts off any providers and collateral businesses will 
• businesses outside the Triangle." • increase as well. 
The Netscape effect refers to the "The start-up rate for software 
• economic power of the Internet to • developers in Spokane is high," says 
• make a lot of money very quickly. As • Simmons, "about one new firm every 
• just one example of this phenomenal three to four weeks. It is my hope that 
• Internet success story, the market for • the Terabyte Triangle and the Internet 
• employment-related Internet services in • will do for 21st Century Spokane what 
• the United States is expected to rise to • the railroad did for 19th Century 
• $333 million over the next three years. • Spokane - provide a powerful engine 
• Collateral businesses surrounding most • on which we can build a prosperous 
• Internet product and service providers • economy." 
• include software and multimedia 
• development firms, writers, designers, by John Soennichsen 
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EWU - A Family Tradition 
For Ken Crawford, attending • bachelor's in education in 1974 and • grandmother, remembers the strict Eastern is a family tradition that • master's in 1990. In 1996 she was • supervision all students received back includes his grandmother, Helen • named national science teacher of the • in the teens and twenties. 
(Douglas) Crawford, class of '20, his • year by the National Science "I lived in Senior Hall 
grandfather Cecil, '20, his mother Gerry • Foundation. She worked for several • and we all had to be in 
and his grandmother, Helen. Not to • years as a science curriculum specialist • by nine," she recalls. 
mention his brother, wife, daughter : with the Evergreen School District. : "But one night I 
and several cousins. All told, more than • Ken and his wife recently relocated • climbed down the 
a dozen Crawfords have attended or are • to Bainbridge Island, where he now • fire escape to meet 
attending Eastern. It all began with • works as director of personnel services • Cecil (Ken's future 
Crawford's great grandmother and great • for Bainbridge Island School District. • grandfather!)." 
aunt. Ken and Susan's daughter, Kathryn, • Back then, she 
• says, holding hands 
: and talking to a 
• gentleman friend 
• were grounds for 
• suspension, but she did 
• it anyway. 
"We have a real sense 
successful football season last year." 
Academic majors studied by 
members of the Crawford clan have 
ranged from industrial art (his 
grandfather) to teaching (his 
great grandmother, great 
aunt, mother, himself and 
wife,) to electronic media, 
theatre and film (his 
daughter). 
"It's been great 
having a family tradition 
of sorts revolving around 
Eastern," says Crawford. 
"The funny thing is that 
nobody really pressed other 
• of pride in the school and we 
• still follow what's going on at Edna Crawford 
family members to go to 
EWU, but everybody - for 
one reason or another - just 
seemed to gravitate there on 
their own!" 
Ken Crawford 
"Our family on the Crawford side 
settled in Cheney in the 1890s," says 
Crawford, whose own degrees are in 
psychology ('71, BA) and education 
('72, MA). "My great grandfather ran a 
hardware store there and my great 
grandmother had lived in Walla Walla 
before coming to Cheney Normal 
School to train to be a teacher. That's 
where the two of them met." 
Crawford's great aunt also attended 
Eastern at the same time as his great 
grandmother, receiving her teaching 
degree as well in 1905. 
Of the other family members who 
attended EWU, Crawford's brother, 
Steve (BA, '70) was in Eastern's ROTC 
program and m ajored in business. He 
joined the Army after leaving Eastern 
and retired recently as a full colonel. 
Ken's wife, Susan, received her 
• Eastern," says Crawford. "We really had 
• a lot of fun following the Eagles' 
hadn't planned to go to Eastern, but 
• friends of hers were attending here, so 
• she came over for a visit and fell in 
• love with the place. She is currently a 
junior majoring in electronic media, 
• theatre and film. 
Naturally, with as long a family 
• history at Eastern, the Crawfords 
• remain staunchly supportive of Eastern • 
• and try to keep up with events, 
• activities and issues at the university. 
"We typically come back for 
• Homecoming each year," says Ken. 
"And, now that Kathryn is there, we 
• come for parent-student events during 
• the year. Most of us are contributors to • 
• EWU, too. We don't give a fortune, but • 
• there's a lot of us, so it adds up!" 
Many Crawford family members 
• have fond memories of Eastern. 
Helen Crawford, Ken's 
EASTERN 
--------WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
by John Soennichsen 
"I wanted an EWU 
degree to make · myself 
more salable in the market, ,, 
and to show my children 
the value of education:' 
-Garry Miller 
Fire Marshal 
• City of Spokane 
Eastern Washington University can provide 
the adult learner: 
• credit for life/professional experiences 
• most affordable tuition in the Inland 
Northwest 
• courses offered downtown in the evening 
and on weekends 
• individualized degree program 
Call us now to arrange a no-cost review of 
your personal and professional experience. 
The Interdisciplinary Studies Program at 
Eastern. Call John Neace at (S09) 359-2402 or 
email: jneace@ewu.edu 
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FOUNDATION · 
Eastern Fund-raising : our continued support." • President Jordan's leadership and the • us to flourish. While the state will 
Efforts Include Volunteers Phil Akers, Executive Director of • sense of renewal I am seeing all across • provide for most of our basic needs, 
Coming off the second most the EWU Foundation, is similarly campus, I feel very optimistic." private dollars are increasingly 
successful fund-raising year in its • enthusiastic about the increased The EWU Foundation has grown • important to our goal of targeted 
history, the EWU foundation will kick • number of volunteer opportunities. • significantly in the past several years, • excellence." 
off the 1998-99 fund-raising year with "There are so many ways that • due to stepped-up development efforts "One of the highlights of the past 
the third annual Partnership with Eastern • alumni and friends can be supportive • and a growing appreciation for the role • two years," says Masteller, "is the 
Campaign. 1bis year, more than 60 • of Eastern," he says. "Volunteering their • of private support. Total assets of the • dramatic growth in the number of 
volunteers from throughout the • time and energy is one of the most • foundation are nearly $12 million. The : alumni donors. This has increased 
community will be leading the charge, • vital, productive and fulfilling ways to • past two years have resulted in the • nearly 50%, and is a dear indication 
visiting local businesses to encourage • do this. We find that those who : second and third largest fund-raising • that more people are getting the 
scholarship supJK>rt. • volunteer become the best ambassadors • years in Foundation history. The • message, and more people are 
The campaign has been a huge • - along with our students - that the • Foundation exists with the sole mission • endorsing our work." 
-success in each of the past two years. • university has. They get to know the • of raising, managing, and distributing Other officers of the EWU 
To many, the thought of asking others • university better, and they come to • funds to advance the mission of the • Foundation Board indude: Don 
for money is daunting. But to those • appreciate it more fully themselves. It's • university. : Rodman, (' 69) Vice Chairman; Ken 
who have stepped forward to help, it • a great example of a win-win This is an encouraging trend for • Johnson,('67) Treasurer; and Betty 
has been fun and exciting, and a great : opportunity." : the new president. • Hennessey,('40) Secretary. 
way to be involved with the university. • Whatever their motivations, "More and more," says Jordan, "we • 
Kurt Orton has been actively • volunteers have had a huge impact on • will need the support of private donors • 
involved for many years with the • scholarship support since the • to provide the margin of difference for 
College of Science, Math, and • Partnership Campaign began. The EWU • 
Technology Advisory Board. For the • Foundation was able to provide more 
second time he will serve as general • than $625,000 for distribution in the 
chairman of the Partnership Campaign. : 1998-99 academic year, compared with : 
"I believe in Eastern because of its • just over $300,000 two years ago. 
commitment to a broad spectrum of The Partnership with Eastern 
high-quality, life-long learning • campaign will visit with more than 300 • 
opJK>rtunities in our community," says • businesses in the Spokane area. 
Orton, a vice president with the "If we tried to see that many 
SJK>kane Securities brokerage Richards, • companies personally, using only our 
Merrill, and Peterson. "This has : staff, it would take the better part of a 
inspired my personal and financial • year," says Akers. "Volunteers really act • 
supJK>rt, and is the reason I am happy • as an extension of our staff, and 
to be a volunteer for this outstanding • accomplish so much more than we 
university." • could ever hope to by ourselves." 
Utilizing volunteers extensively in The Partnership Campaign kicks off • 
the fund-raising process is a rather new • September 17, and will celebrate a 
concept for Eastern. The EWU • successful conclusion in mid-October. 
Foundation Board is comprised entirely 
of volunteers, but only in the past few • Sheila Masteller E ected to . 
years have their been ongoing Chair Foundation 
opJK>rtunities for other alumni, parents, • Sheila Masteller has assumed the 
and friends to be involved. • leadership of the EWU Foundation 
Cynthia Reyes-Methvin is the • Board following the election of officers 
marketing coordinator for the : at the June meeting of the Board. She 
SJK>kesman-Review. She is not an • succeeds Mike Ekins, whose two-year 
Eastern alum, but because of her belief • term ended July 1, 1998. 
in Eastern's importance to the Masteller is a 1975 graduate of 
community, she too, is happy to • Eastern, with a degree in Nursing 
volunteer for the Partnership • through the Intercollegiate Center for 
Campaign. • Nursing Education. She has been the 
"I am a strong advocate of bringing : president and CEO of the Spokane 
together the business community to • Visiting Nurse Association of Spokane 
increase the awareness of educational • since 1989. Sheila and her husband 
opJK>rtunities," says Reyes-Methvin. • Kevin, a Spokane businessman, have 
"Eastern is helping to cr~ate meaningful • one son, Eric, who is beginning his 
change in our future workplaces, and is • second year at Eastern. 
making us a stronger community "It's a great time to be a part of the • 
economically. The university deserves • Eastern team," says Masteller. "With 
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A National Football League locker • Eastern ,was a great place to play, go to • snow to help loosen him up. room can be a rough place, school and meet great friends. It's icing "It was a different approach," particularly when you have to • on the cake to receive this award." • Graybeal laughed. "Different strokes for 
stand up for your alma mater. A year ago, Schulz established a • different folks." 
Kurt Schulz, six-year veteran safety • substantial endowment through the The rest is history. 
for the Buffalo Bills, was finally able to • Eagle Athletic Association and EWU Schulz finished his Eastern career 
do some ribbing of his own last fall. • Foundation to help provide scholarship • with 17 interceptions, 219 interception 
After all, EWU was 12-2; beloved Notre • funds for Eagle football players. It was • return yards, 28 passes broken up and 
Dame was a meager 7-5 by comparison. • his way of saying thanks to the· school • 224 total tackles. He set a pair of school 
"Guys tease me in the locker room • that gave him the opportunity for an • records and at the time ranked fourth 
about being from Eastern," he recalls. "I • education and pro football career. • in Big Sky Conference history in career 
have guys with lockers next to me from • "Eastern gave me a lot," he says. • interceptions. He earned second team 
Notre Dame, North Carolina, Illinois; • "They gave me a scholarship and an • All-Big Sky honors as a junior and 
but I wouldn't trade being from EWU." • opportunity to play in the NFL or be a • senior, but was a first team pick and 
Schulz, who returned to Cheney • CPA. It was a good education and it's • All-America selection as a sophomore, 
last February to be inducted into the • my duty to give something back." • when he ranked third in NCAA 
EWU Athletics/Nextlink Hall .....-__,.,..------. · Admittedly shy, Schulz has • Division I-AA with seven interceptions. 
of Fame, searched the internet done most of his talking on He became Eastem's first-ever 
last fall for news of the team the field where his speed and • NCAA Division I Academic All-
he played for from 1988-91. ferocious hits have made him • American when he earned 
What he found was a source an NFL millionaire. • second team honors 
of pride in the Eagles' Big Sky "As everyone knows, I feel • following his senior 
Conference Championship much more comfortable • season in 1991. Schulz 
and "Final Fo_ur" appearance tackling Emmitt Smith than • was selected to 
in the NCAA I-AA Playoffs. being up here right now," the the GTE 
"I'd heard they had a 29-year old told the audience • Academic All-
great team that didn't have a while accepting induction into • America All-
lot of superstars. But they had great • the now 13-member Hall of Fame. • Time Team 
team unity, which I think is what it Graybeal, now head coach at • in July of 
takes to get to that level." • Weber State University, remembers the • 1997, 
Schulz's Eastern experience didn't • recruitment of Schulz out of • earned 
include any championships. It didn't : Eisenhower High School in Yakima. District VIII 
even include a winning season. Eastern • Because of a leg injury his senior • Academic 
won just 16 games in four years, even • season, Schulz didn't receive much • All-America 
though Schulz and two other 1991 • recruiting interest from bigger schools. • honors three 
seniors went on to NFL careers. • But after seeing film of him in action • times, and 
Offensive lineman Kevin Sargent • during his junior season, the Eagles • was a four-time 
still plays for the Cincinnati Bengals. • attempted to lure him to Cheney. • member of the Big Sky All-
Tight end Tony Lenseigne played for "The initial recruitment of Kurt was Academic team. He 
San Diego, Minnesota and Seattle. • a unique experience," Graybeal recalls. • graduated with a degree in 
Though wins were scarce, Schulz and • "During our home visit, he was pretty • business administration and a 
company laid the groundwork for Big • naive about the whole situation. He • 3.35 grade point average. 
Sky Conference titles in 1992 and 1997. • was so shy he had his football coach "It was incredible that a 
He's especially thankful of the Hall • with him. I was trying to figure out • young man could come to an 
of Fame honor an.d contributions of • how we could get him to open up." • institution and not only be a great 
former Eastern head football coach Graybeal figured a way. When • student but tum out to be a great 
Dick Zornes and former secondary • Schulz came to Eastern for a mid-winter • athlete," Graybeal says. "It wasn't that 
coach Jerry Graybeal. : visit, Graybeal and another assistant : he was a bad athlete out of high school, 
"Not only were they great coaches, • drove Schulz to the parking lot behind • but it took him awhile to pick up the 
but great friends," he says. "They • the football stadium, put in a Grateful • finer points of football." 
taught me a lot about football and life. • Dead cassette and did doughnuts in the • Schulz was drafted in the seventh 
round by Buffalo in 1992, and played 
in the Super Bowl in 1994 when the 
Bills lost to Dallas. A backup and special 
teams player, he made a touchdown-
saving tackle on the game's opening 
kickoff. Schulz was a full-time starter in 
1994 and was among NFL leaders in 
1995 with six interceptions, 90 tackles 
and 15 passes defended. He also earned 
All-American honors by UPI. 
Last year, his fourth-straight season 
as a Bills starter, he finished with a 
career-high 107 tackles and two 
• interceptions. He has played in 79 
career NFL games, including 44 as a 
• starter, and had 343 tackles and 12 
: interceptions. The Bills finished 6-10. 
His career has certainly been 
• something to respect, but Graybeal 
• used the induction ceremony to do 
• some good-natured roasting of his 
• former player by recalling his first NFL 
• interception in 1995 against Carolina, 
• which he returned for a touchdown. 
"Kurt doesn't know how to 
• celebrate," Graybeal explained. "He's 
• made some tremendous plays in his 
• career, but he has a problem 
• celebrating. 
"I saw the first interception he 
: returned for a touchdown, and he tried 
• to spike the ball. You can put on quite 
-a show when you spike a football, but 
Kurt cannot spike the football. I had to 
call and tell him. But he didn't think it 
was funny, because he actually did try 
to show some emotion." 
Emotions come in the form of 
a family now. Schulz and his 
wife Susan have a 1-1/2-year-
old son and another child on 
the way. They live in Buffalo, 
but Schulz figures they will 
move once his career is over. 
"My wife is from the East 
Coast and I'm from the West, 
so maybe we'll meet in the 
middle," he jokes. "We'll figure 
out some place to live." 
With six years under his 
belt and a million dollar 
contract, Schulz returns for 
his seventh NFL season 
this fall. How many more 
are left? 
"I hope to play a 
few more years, but 
I'm happy to have 
played six years." 
His NFL 
future, of course, 
depends on 
-~ how rough the 
locker room is. 
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Eagle Broadcasts Now 
on KPPL 630-AM! 
s 
Radio broadcasts of Eastern 
Washington University football and 
men's basketball games are again on 
KKPL 630-AM for the 1998-99 school 
year. Larry Weir returns for his eighth 
season as play-by-play voice of the 
Eagles. Former Eastern assistant football 
coach Murray Walden will provide 
color commentary on football 
broadcasts. EWU's radio broadcasts are 
produced by Impact Sports. 
Ogden, Botha Chosen · and helped lead Eastern to a 12-2 
EWU /BSC Scholar-Athletes . record and an appearance in the "Final • 
Football player Jeff Ogden and • Four" of the NCAA Division I-AA 
: volleyball player Lora Botha, a pair of : Playoffs. 
• student-athletes who led their Ogden set a school record for 
• respective teams to Big Sky Conference • reception yards with 1,148 yards in the • 
• championships, were selected as Eastern • 1997 regular season to 
• Washington University's two recipients break Jason Anderson's 
• of the 1997-98 Big Sky Conference mark of 1,060 yards in 
• Scholar-Athlete Award. 1994. He tied the school 
The award recognizes and honors record of 13 touchdown 
• the "best of the best" of nearly 3,000 catches, and set a third 
• student-athletes. The award goes to one • school record by averaging • 
• senior male and one senior female from • 20.1 yards per reception in • Ogden 
• each school who have achieved his career. His 5 7 catches 
Eastern Sports Information . outstanding success in the classroom as • in 1997 ranks as the third-best 
on the Internet • well as the playing field. • performance in school history. 
For information from the Eastern Ogden, from Snohomish, Wash., is • Ogden's 217 receiving yards against • 
Washington University athletic • a health education major with a 3.47 • Montana on Oct. 18 ranks as the third- • 
department, access us through the grade point average. • best performance in school history, his 
internet. Schedules, rosters, ticket Botha, a 1993 graduate of • 151 yards against Idaho on Nov. 1 
information, staff listings and a special White River High School • ranks 16th and his 147 yards versus 
news and notes sections are all who also competed at • Idaho State on Oct. 25 ranks 21st. He 
available. You can reach Eastern athletic • Green River Community • had three touchdown receptions of 67 
information via one of the following College, is a physical : yards or more, and his 86-yarder from 
URL's: http:// ATHLETICS.EWU.EDU or education major with a • Harry Leons against Montana equaled 
http://WWW.EWU.EDU 3.41 GPA. • third-longest in school history. 
Call the athletic department at 359- • Botha Ogden's current 
6334 or 1-800-648-7697 if you have • endeavor is to try to earn a spot on the • 
~ any trouble accessing information. • roster of the Dallas Cowboys of the 
National Football League. He signed a 
Eagles Finish Fourth in . free agent contract with the Cowboys, 
Athletic Schedules 
As of August 16, 1998 
Oct. 29 - at *Sacramento State - 7 p.m. 
Oct. 31 - at *Northern Arizona - 6 p.m. 
Nov. 3 - at _Gonzaga - 7 p.m. 
Nov. 7 - *Portland State - 7 p.m. 
Nov. 12 - *Weber State - 7 p.m. 
Nov. 14 - *Idaho State - 7 p.m . 
Nov. 20 - at *Montana - 6 p.m. 
Nov. 21 - at *Montana State - 6 p.m . 
Nov. 27-28 - Big Sky Championships 
Women's Soccer 
Date - Opponent - Time 
Sept. 1 - at Washington State - 3 p.m. 
Sept. 5-7 - at Boise State Tournament 
Sept. 13 - Texas-El Paso - 11:30 p.m. 
Sept. 22 - at Gonzaga - 4 p.m. 
Sept. 26-27 - at Umbro Invitational in 
Corvallis, Ore. 
Oct. 3 - vs. Western Washington in 
Ellensburg, Wash. - 1 p.m. 
Oct. 9 - *Idaho State - 3 p.m. 
Oct. 10 - *Weber State - 4 p.m. 
Oct. 16 - *Northern Arizona - 3 p.m. 
Oct. 18 - at *Cal State Northridge - 4 p.m. 
Oct. 23 - at *Cal State Sacramento - 4 p.m. 
Oct. 25 - at *Portland State - 1 p.m. 
Oct. 28 - Gonzaga - 2 p.m. 
Oct. 31 - at Idaho - 2 p.m. 
Nov. 1 - *Montana - 1 p.m. 
Nov. 7-8 - Big Sky Championships 
Men's All-Sports Trophy • and began pre-season practice in July. 
Buoyed by a conference Botha was a second team All-Big 
championship in football, a second- • Sky Conference selection last fall when 
Football 
Date - Opponent - Time 
Sept. 5 - at Idaho - 6:05 p.m. 
Ticket & Schedule Information: 
1-800-648-7697 /359-4339/325-
• SEAT/359-6334 
place finish in men's golf and a third- • she led the Eagles to the Big Sky regular • 
place finish in men's basketball, Eastern • season championship they shared with • 
Washington University finished a best- • Sacramento State. She was also named 
ever fourth in the 1997-98 Big Sky All- • to the Big Sky Conference All-Academic • 
Sept. 12 - $*Portland State - 7:35 p.m. 
Sept. 26 - at *CS Northridge - 3:05 p.m. 
Oct. 3 - *Northern Arizona - 6:35 p.m. 
Internet 
HTTP:// ATHLETICS.EWU.EDU 
Sports Trophy competition. • team three times. Oct. 10 - #Western Washington - 1:05 p.m. • Live Radio (Home & Away Football 
Eastern finished with 52 points, This past season, Botha was team 
with scoring awarded on the basis of • captain and was second in the Big Sky 
conference finish during the sports • Conference in blocks with an average 
year. Eastern was eighth in the women's • of 1.39 per game. She also ranked 
division at 37 1/2 points, and seventh eighth in hitting efficiency (.266). 
in the combined division with 89 1/2. Ogden and teammate Steve 
The fourth-place men's finish was • Mattson became Eastern's first athletes 
Eastern's highest placing in 11 seasons : in any sport to be named to the GTE 
as a member of the Big Sky Conference. • Academic All-America Football team as 
Weber State won the men's division • selected by members of the College 
title with 73 1/2 points, and Northern • Sports Information Directors of America • 
Arizona won the women's and • (CoSIDA). He also earned Big Sky All-
combined divisions with 95 and 158 1/ • Academic honors three times. 
2 points, respectively. On the field, Ogden earned three 
Besides its football, volleyball and : All-America honors, including second 
golf accomplishments, Eastern's • team accolades by the Sports Network. 
women's volleyball team shared the Big • He was also selected to the Associated 
Sky title with Cal State Northridge. • Press All-America third team, and was 
Three head coaches earned conference • an honorable mention selection as 
coach of the year honors, three athletes • chosen by the Football Gazette. 
were honored as players of the year, Ogden, originally a walk-on to the 
and the Eagles earned 49 All-Big Sky : Eastern football program, earned first 
Conference awards. team All-Big Sky Conference honors 
Oct. 17 - at *Idaho State - 1:05 p.m. • & Men's Basketball Games) 
Oct. 24 - *%Montana - 1:05 p.m. KKPL 630-AM 
Oct. 31 - at *CS Sacramento - 1:05 p.m. 
Nov. 7 - *Montana State - 1:05 p.m. 
Nov. 14 - at *Weber State - 12:05 p.m. 
Nov. 21 - at Southern Utah - Noon 
Schedule times tentative and 
• subject to change 
Call above numbers for changes 
All Times Pacific. 
Women's Volleyball *Big Sky Conference Game. 
Date - Opponent - Time • $Regionally Televised on Fox Sports. 
Sept. 4-5 - at U. of Portland • #Homecoming. %Played at Albi 
Sept. 11-12 - at U. of W. Invitational Stadium in Spokane, Wash. 
Sept. 17 - *Cal State Northridge - 1 p.m. Home Football Games ( except 
Sept. 18-19 - at Indiana Invitational • Montana) Take Place at Woodward 
Sept. 24 - *Northern Arizona - 7 p.m. • Stadium on the EWU campus. Home 
Sept. 26 - *Sacramento State - 7 p.m. • Volleyball Matches Matches Played at 
Sept. 29 - at Idaho - 7 p.m. • Reese Court on the Eastern Washington 
Oct. 3 - at *Portland State - 7 p.m. • University campus. Home Soccer 
Oct. 9 - at *Idaho State - 6 p.m. • Matches in Cheney Take Place at the 
Oct. 10 - at *Weber State - 6 p.m. • Sports & Recreation Center on the 
Oct. 13 - Gonzaga - 7 p.m. • EWU campus. Home Basketball Games 
Oct. 16 - *Montana State - 7 p.m. • Played at Reese Court on the Eastern 
Oct. 17 - *Montana - 7 p.m. : Washington University campus. 
Oct. 23 - at *Cal State Northridge - 7 p.m. • 
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• they have included a survey to find out • Chicano/Latino Alumni 
Association Formed 
What we're hearing 
from you! 
Thanks to all of you who are calling, 
writing, or e-mailing us with questions 
about the EWU Alumni Association. 
• which services would be of most 
• interest to you (free e-mail referral, Last spring, Eastern's Chicano 
• internet service provider, an on-line • Education Program (CEP) announced 
• alumni directory, etc.) PLEASE • the formation of a Chicano/Latino 
• complete the survey so they can • Alumni Association which will assist 
• develop a plan that meets your needs. • the CEP by: 
Gayle Bender (Class of ,97) called • • raising scholarship funds to assist Chicano/Latino students at Eastern; 
The increase in interest is terrific! • in,.Jo ask: "How can I get involved? • • enlisting alumni volunteers for CEP 
Before I respond to your questions, I • The merger proposal concerned me, initiatives; 
want to strongly encourage you to attend • and I'd like to help Eastern." • • referring Chicano students interested 
Homecoming 1998! This promises to That whole issue really was a wake • in attending EWU; 
be the biggest Homecoming in our • up call, wasn't it? As a result, we're • • serving as a contact point for EWU 
history. Why? Recent events caused • hearing from a number of alums who Chicano/Latino students seeking 
many of us to realize the important • would like to get involved in some way. • employment, internships and other • 
role EWU has played in our lives and • The EWUAA Board is developing a professional opportunities; 
the lives of people in the region we • number of exciting initiatives such as . • promoting EWU and the CEP in 
serve. Jn addition, the tremendous • an Alum Legislative Network, increasing • relevant alumni matters 
achievements our alums have made in • alumni involvement in student As a kick-off event for the newly 
h · · d • recruitment. Please complete the • formed Association, a reception was t err organizations, communities, an 
· th · c d • Eastern Alumni Update in this issue • held April 25 in the Showalter Hall 111 err pro1ession, eserve recognition. 
• and let us know about your interests. • rotunda. Refreshments and All of the Colleges have joined together b th c , d 
: . We're excited about these new entertainment Y e EP s own ance for this Homecoming to say, "Thank th c ddr b 
• activities, and hope you will be as well. • group set e stage ior a esses y 
You, EWU Alums!" So join us, meet • then-president Niel Zimmerman, Dean 
our new president, have some fun, 1 am proud to be involved with • Phyillis Edmundson of the College of 
enjoy the BBQ and see how you can be : EWU at this particular time. There is a : Education and Human Development, 
a part of this new exciting era at EWU. • new atmosphere of optimism and • and Washington State Representative, 
Now, on to your questions: 
Michele Rupe (Class of '90, '95) 
wrote to say: "I just moved to Colorado, 
and would like to connect with other 
• energy. This is the time when EWU • Phyllis Guiterres Kenney. 
• and EWU alums can rightfully stand For information about the 
• with pride in all that we have • Chicano/Latino 'Alumni Association, 
• accomplished. Go Eagles! • please contact the Chicano Education 
: Program, MS 170, 526 5th Street, 
EWU alums who live here. Can you Jack Fallis, EWUAA President • Cheney WA 99004. Or call the CEP at 
send me their names, addresses, etc.?" P.S. - keep those comments, • (509)359-2404. 
I've got good news, bad news, and questions, and suggestions coming! 
Successful Event Held in 
EWU Campus Mall 
On a sunny Saturday in July, an 
EWU/ Seahawks extravaganza event 
• was held by the Office of Admissions, 
• the Alumni Relations Office and a 
: number of other campus departments 
• and individuals. An estimated 2,000 
• people - including alumni, students, 
• future students and families - spent 
• their afternoon relaxing in the new 
• campus mall enjoying a barbecue, 
• music and other entertainment, 
• campus tours, children's games and 
• amusements, and opportunities to get 
• Seahawks autographs and win door 
• prizes. 
better news. The good news: you don't EWUAA/EAA Receptions 
receive piles of junk mail courtesy of 
EWU. That's because we do not • Saturday, Oct. 24 
11:00 a.m., potluck at Joe Albi 
randomly provide alum information to • Stadium, Spokane, followed by EWU • 
people who request it. For example, vs. u. of Montana football game at 
First USA does get your name because 0 
~?~~$#~ • • • 
1: Sp.m. 
we contracted with them and ensured • Saturday, Nov. 7 
that they would not use your 5:00 p.m. in the Reese Room, EWU 
information for other purposes. The Pavilion, followed by EWU vs. PSU 
bad news: we can't provide you with Women's Volleyball at 7:00 p.m. 
the names of alums in your region or (We encourage all EWU football fans • 
· in your profession without their to join us following the Montana 
permission. The better news is that we'll • State vs. EWU game at 1:05 p.m.) 
be compiling an Alumni Directory this : Saturday, Jan. 23 
year. This will help you connect socially • 5:00 p.m. in the Reese Room, EWU 
and professionally with other alums. So : Pavilion, followed by EWU vs. U. of 
when you receive that survey from the • Montana Men's Basketball game at 
Harris Company, please fill it in! 7:05 p.m. 
Melissa Finnen-Wells (Class of '93) • Saturday, Jan. 30 
asks: "Does EWU offer an Internet 5:00 p.m. Reese Room, EWU 
service provider for alums?" Pavilion, followed by EWU vs. 
Melissa, your timing is excellent. A Portland State Women's Basketball, 
Task Force of alums and EWU 7:00 p.m. _ 
• For more information, call the EWU Alumni • 
professionals has been working on this • Office: (509)359-6303 or toll free (888)EWU- • 
idea. In fact, in this issue of Perspective • ALUM. Email: lsowers@ewu.edu 
and Help a Student Soar 
There's something new on the road! Brand new Eagle license plates 
are showing up all over the place. Under a law passed by the 1994 state 
legislature, you can now buy special EWU plates for just $30 above the 
cost of a standard issue plate. 
Best of all, a full $28 of that $30 will go towards scholarships for 
EWU students. To order yours, just visit any local vehicle licensing agency. 
They'll have all the details. 
Go ahead. Give your car a shiny new plate, give your Eastern spirit a 
lift, and help a student aim for the stars. 
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CLASS NOTES • reliability engineer on both military and • commercial design projects. GenCorp Aerojet • employs Harold, and he and his wife, Patricia, 
The 150s 
'50 James R. Danielson, BA history, retired 
in 1995 after a thirty-year career as a sales 
representative for major school textbook 
publisher, Prentice Hall, a division of Simon 
and Schuster. He continues to work for them 
on a part time basis 
'50 & '60 Bill Hinchliffe, BA early child-
hood education/MA education, and his wife, 
Fran, who also attended EWU, celebrated 
their golden wedding anniversary August 1, 
1998, at the Walla Walla Elks Lodge in Walla 
Walla, Wash. 
'53 Barbara (Howard) Fisher, BA education, 
taught school for three years in Washington 
State and fifteen years in North Idaho. She 
retired due to ill health. Barbara is an active 
volunteer. She has a son and two grand-
daughters who live in Olympia, Wash. 
'53 Keith L. Yates, BA journalism, a retired 
. CEO, is the National Historian for the 
National Fraternal Congress of America. He 
and his wife, Dolores, were named Fraternal 
Family of the Year in Oregon for 1998. 
'54 Tommiana (Barnes) Lynch, BA home 
economics, is a retired teacher and exhibit 
coordinator for the Butte County Fair in 
Butte; Mont. She retired from the Fair after 24 
years. Tommiana has now moved to Smith 
River, Calif., to be near her daughter and 
grandchildren, where she will be doing 
classroom vol nteer work. 
' 5 ervyn "Mickey" Burdge, BA physical 
~ ducation, taught physical education at the 
junior high school level for twenty years, has 
had two convenien ce store franchises for 
eight years and owned an ice cream company 
twelve years. He is now retired and likes to 
trave ·i, his wife, Sue. They both stopped 
in for a nice vis1rwith us at the Alumni Office 
recently. 
'59 . Bruce A. Kaiser, BA natural science, and 
'59 Evelyn A. Kaiser, BA education, both 
retired June 30, 1998. They have two 
daughters and four grandchildren. Their first 
break from work will be a trip to Greece in 
July. 
'59 Martin "Marty" Terzieff, BAE natural 
science, retired in 1994 after teaching science 
and math for 35 years in the Edmonds and 
Mead, Wash., School Districts and for 
DODDS in Belgium. He was recently elected 
president of the Washington Education 
Association-Retired. Marty and his wife, 
Helen, now reside at Kala Point near Port 
Townsend, Wash. 
The 160s and 170s 
'60 Robert "Mick" Childress, BA education, 
was selected "1998 Best of the Best," by 
teachers, administrators and students at JHS 
in Chewelah, Wash., where he teaches 
Driver's Education and vocational classes. He 
taught in Anacortes and Central Valley before 
moving to Chewelah, where the built the 
Chewelah Motel. He opened the Sears 
Catalog store, worked at the golf course, True 
Value Hardware, the Grange Hall and was 
Night manager at 49 Degrees North. He 
opened a craft store and a repair business 
before returning to teaching at JHS. His wife, 
Judy, is his best friend. 
'62 Richard W. Askew, BAE music, retired 
• from the Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice 
• Company as a field engineer. He received an 
• MS in Engineering. He is living in Las Vegas, 
• Nevada. 
• '62 Dennis Koch, BAE music, and '63 Pam 
• Koch, BAE elementary teaching, retired on 
• June 5, 1998, with 30 years and 20 years, 
respectively, teaching school in Ritzville, 
Wash. They will be host and hostess at an RV 
• park near Newport, Ore., from August through 
• October and are planning a trip in November 
• to Hawaii to visit their son and his family. 
• '64 A. Jim Strom, BA physical education, 
• retired in June from the Okanogan School 
• District in Okanogan, Wash. He has had a 32-
• year career as both social studies teacher, and 
• coach at Okanogan High Schoo l. His wife, 
Linda, plans to retire next year. 
• live in San Bernardino, Calif. 
• '70 Gary E. McDonald, BA government, was 
• awarded the designation of "Certified 
• Manager" by the Association of Professional 
• Certified Managers, offered through the 
National Management Association. 
• '70 Gregory J. O'Brien, BA educational 
• mathematics, was recently promoted to 
• Colonel in the United States Air Force. He 
• assumed the position as Director of Commu-
• nications and Information, Air Force Services 
• Agency, San Antonio, Texas. 
• 71 George P. Birdsong III, BA mathematics/ 
• economics, recently sold his company, 
• Systems Partners, a contract consulting and 
• computer-programming service. It is listed as 
• the 75th fastest growing company in the 
• United States. His company went from 
• employing 20 people in 1991, to over 230 
• employees in 1995. 
• '65 Jesse "Chris" Brown, BA journalism,· and 
• Roberta "Bobbi" Brown, BA physical '71 Dave Hooke, BA business administration, 
• education, will be cruising the Sea of Cortez in • founder and owner of Senor Froggy's Mexican 
• Mexico, on their 40' sailboat, from October • restaurants in Spokane, Wash., and Coeur 
• through March. They sail for the South Pacific • d'Alene, Idaho, was appointed president of 
• in the spring. • the Washington Restaurants Association in 
• June of this year. 
• '67 Beatrice S. Jacobsen, BAE German, is the 
• owner of Global Etiquette. After living in 
• Asian countries for two years, she found there 
• was a need for establishing a company 
• dedicated to the acculturation of travelers and 
• businesspersons traveling internationally. Her 
• business teaches effective communication 
• between high and low-context cultures. 
'67 & '70 Doug Loree, BA psychology/MA 
• child development, retired in late July, after 
• thirty years as Administrator of the Benton-
• Franklin Juvenile Justice Center, in the Tri-
• Cities area of Washington. 
• '68 Kathleen (Vargas) Anway, BA home 
• economics, has 13 children (two adopted 
• from Spokane, a sibling group of five from a 
• New York family, and three from a Texas 
family), with just one son still living at home. 
She has an MA in education (special educa-
• tion). She has worked as a special education 
• teacher for the past ten years, and is now on 
• leave to finish her Ph.D. She is looking 
• forward to finding her old college boyfriend at 
• a class reunion. 
• '68 Joanne (Nelson) Hopkins, BA English, is 
• working at the Creston branch of Coulee Dam 
• Credit Union. She lives northeast of Creston, 
Wash., on an ostrich farm with her husband 
Ted. 
• '68 & '75 Nancy McKay, BA education/MA 
• music, received her Jurist Doctorate degree 
• from Gonzaga University in Spokane, Wash., 
• in 1992, and passed the Washington State Bar. 
• She works for the East Valley School District 
• and has a private law practice "on the side." 
• Nancy has studied piano privately for the past 
• fifteen years. 
• '68 Stan Pinnick, BA social science, Superin-
• tendent of the Hoquiam School District in 
• Washington, retired June 30, 1998, after more 
• than thirty years in the district. He and his 
• wife plan to do some traveling. 
• '70 Tom Haugen, BA psychology, recently 
• retired after 26 years with U.S. Customs as a 
• Senior Import Specialist. Tom and wife, 
• Bunny, still get more than 30 days of skiing in 
• per year, and travel frequently. He is currently 
• working as an Importing Consultant with 
• Internet company, TradeCompas.com. 
'70 & '72 Harold L. Larsen, BA/MA math-
ematics, worked for 14 years on the East Coast 
• and the past 12 years in California as a 
• '71 Jack Pflug, MA English, retired from 
• teaching in 1991. Currently he is writer/ 
photographer for the Senior News Monthly, 
in Salem, Ore. He also published a book titled 
• "Deja Zoo" in 1993. Jack is a member of the 
NEA-OR-R. 
• '74 & 79 Wayne Kannberg, BAE/MED 
• technology, a teacher in Creston, Wash., was 
• appointed to fill a vacant position on the 
• Creston Town Council in April of this year. 
• '75 James E. Elliott, BA government and 
• journalism, retired from the United States 
• Army as a Colonel, on October 31, 1997, after 
• 31 years and 25 days of active duty. He has 
• returned to Spokane, Wash., to spend time 
• with his mother before he begins his next 
• career journey. 
• '75 Patrick Hayes, BA government, married 
• EWU student Mary Ann Tonani in 1974, and 
• they now have three children. He is a former 
• ASB President (1973-74). He is also founder 
• and president of 1-800-800-LENS, a contact 
• lens replacement and sunglass mail order 
• company. 
'7 5 Maureen (Marshall) Hanna, BA 
anthropology, lives in Spokane, Wash., with 
• her son Brandon and daughter Katie. She is 
• employed at Eastern State Hospital as a 
• psychiatric nurse. She completed a two-year 
·• period of active duty with the U.S. Air Force in 
• Texas during Desert Storm. Recently, Maureen 
• was honored as a 1997 DSHS Outstanding 
• Employee of the Year. She is currently 
• working on completing her master' s in 
• nursing at the University of Washington. She 
• is active in health and computer technology 
• pursuits. 
'76 Douglas N. Holland, BA recreation 
• administration, is starting his 15th year with 
• the Department of Corrections as a Unit 
• Manager at the Olympic Corrections Center, 
• located at the base of the Olympic National 
• Park in Washington. He is looking forward to 
• more educational opportunities in the future. 
• '76 Robert L. Saling, BA radio and television, 
• has returned to the Pacific Northwest after 15 
years in Southern California and 11 years with 
McDonnell Douglas. The Boeing/MDC merger 
• has brought him to the Seattle, Wash., area as 
• Manager of International Communications. 
• He and his wife, Debbie, hope to make 
contact with other alums in the area. 
• '76 Thomas A. White, BA applied psychol-
• ogy, has been named in "Who's Who 
International of Professionals" for 1998. He is 
employed by the Asotin County, Wash., 
Sheriff's Department. 
• '77 Joseph William Baker, BA psychology, 
• has been employed _as the Town Planner for 
• Ellington, Conn., for the past nine years. Last 
• year he was elected as the National Chair for 
• the Information Technology Division of the 
• American Planning Association. 
• '77 Lyle M. Carstens, BA business, is an 
• Investment Representative with SunAmerica 
• Securities, Inc: He deals with Longterm Care, 
• Life & Disability Insurance, Mutual Funds, 
• IRA's, Annuities & general retirement 
• programs. He lives in Spokane, Wash. 
• '77 Sister Georgina (Mary Howard) 11 
Christensen, MA educational administration, 
• is employed by the ZCBC Education Commis-\ 
• sion as a Staff Development Officer in j 
Zimbabwe. In addition to staff development ', 
• for all the Catholic schools in Zimbabwe, she 
• teaches Philosophy and Methods of Education 
• at Arrupe College in Harare, Zimbabwe. 
'78 Jack Joseph Anderson, BAE physical 
education, will be the new principal of Desert 
Hills Middle School this fall. He worked at 
• Kamiakin High School in Washington for 19 
• years, 13 as a biology teacher & track and 
• football coach, the past six, as assistant 
• principal. He received his master's degree and 
• principal's credentials from Heritage College. 
• '78 Scott Heimbigner, BA finance, has been 
• named assistant manager of the Odessa 
• Trading Company, in Odessa, Wash. He was 
with Boeing for 17 years as a cost estimator. 
• '79 Carol (Schaar) Shirk, BA music perfor-
• mance, pastored a local church in Yakima, 
• Wash., until 1996. She owned and operated 
• the Private Piano Music School, for ten years, 
• works at Desktop Publishing in the Church 
• Music Department and for Colorado Springs 
• School District as a substitute teacher. Carol is 
• married to David, and they have three 
• children. She has fond memories of EWU. 
· The 180s 
• '80 Rosemary Dellinger Cassal, BA radio and 
• television, purchased the Quincy Valley Post-
• Register, a community newspaper in Quincy, 
• Wash., in October 1997. She has been the 
• newspaper's publisher for the past three years 
• and has worked for the paper since 1985. 
• '81 Anita Asmussen, BA speech pathology 
• and audiology, is currently the Clinical 
• Coordinator and Speech Language Pathologist 
• working for the Pediatric Rehabilitation Unit 
• at Legacy Emanuel Hospital, in Portland, Ore. 
• '81 Eric E. Dickson, BS geology, is employed 
• · by the Educational Service District 101, in 
• Spokane, Wash. He is also vice-president and 
• program chair for 1998-99 for the Inland 
Northwest Chapter of ASSE. 
• '82 Richard A. Payne, BAE speech communi-
• cation, received his master's in education 
• from Colorado State University on June 6, 
• 1998, and has applied to CSU to work on his 
• Ph.D. 
• '82 Mitch Swenson, BA business administra-
• tion/finance and his wife, Laura, have five 
• girls. Mitch owns Swenson's Christmas Tree 
• Farm and Sinnard's Fine Art. He has been in 
• commercial brokerage for sixteen years, and 
• was elected president of the Spokane Associa-
• tion of Realtors for 1998. He is actively 
• involved in Big Brothers and Foster Care in 
• Spokane, Wash. 
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CLASS N O T f S · position of Recreation Director for the City of • '89 & '92 Lisa (Peacock) Turner, BA/MS 
• Ephrata, Wash. She was hired last March. 
'83 Gary R. Aspiri, BA marketing, has been 
inducted into Anthem Health & Life Insur- • '85 Richard Green, BA radio and television, 
• communication disorders, currently lives in 
Ohio working as a speech pathologist in the 
Mad River School District. She married 
ance Company's "Hall of Fame." He is • is employed by Fox Sports Northwest. He is 
employed in the company's Seattle, Wash., • Director and Story Editor for "Fox Sports • husband, Dan, in 1991. They have three young children. 
office as Regional Group Manager. He first Northwest Tonight" and the "Seattle Mariners 
joined the company in Houston in 1983. Gary • Pre-Game Show." Last season, he had the 
advanced to District Group Manager before • pleasure of interviewing and editing EWU 
taking over the Seattle office in 1994. He and • Football stories, and hopes to do more. The '90s 
his wife, Mitzi, have two children, Kramer and · • Richard also does freelance work for NBC and 
Madison. • other networks in his spare time. 
• '90 Diane (Wenstrand) Anderson, BA 
'83 Gunder Joel Aune, BAE reading, has • '85 Judith A. Greenland, BA applied • English, and '92 Wade Anderson, BA radio 
resigned after serving seven years as Berney • psychology, works for Catholic Charities- • and television, met at EWU in 1989. They 
Elementary school principal to become • -Partners for Community Living. She has • began dating in 1994 and were married in 
superintendent of the Colfax School District • recently started a pet sitting service called • June 1996. Diane will begin a new position 
in Colfax, Wash. He received his master's • Precious Pets Sitting and Services, in Spokane, • this year as a technology coordinator for a 
degree from Central Washington University. • Wash. • private school. Wade is a business analyst for 
'83 Mike Crumbaker, BA physical education • '85 John "Jay" Nelson, BA radio and • InFocus. They live in the Portland, Ore., area. 
- athletic training, is married to 1982 EWU • television, is employed by KMTT "The • '90 Hitomi Matono, BA communication 
graduate, Margo. They have two children, • Mountain" in Seattle, Wash. He has worked as • studies, is working for Cheney Travel, Inc. She 
Melissa 13, and Jeff 10. Mike taught school for • a Disk Jockey at KMTT for the past five years. • enjoys working with the International 
six years in Chewelah and Bremerton, Wash., • '86 George Anthony Paccerelli II, BA • students on campus, the EWU faculty & staff 
and has been self-employed. Currently, he is • finance, currently works for the County of Los • and local residents. 
with General Pacific, Inc. in Oregon. • Angeles in Southern California as a GAIN '90 S M BS h 1 h 
• onya ergert, community eat 
'83 Matthew Morgan, BA management, has Services Worker, assisting welfare recipients to • education, pursued a BA in nursing from 
joined InterWest Bank as Central Washington obtain meaningful employment and end the • Point Loma Nazarene College, graduating in 
Business Team Leader. He is a third generation • welfare cycle for themselves. He and his wife 1995. She is currently working in San Diego, 
banker from the Central Washington area. • enjoy life in Southern California. • Calif., as an ICU Clinical Nurse. 
'84 Cecilia Monda, BA employee services & • '86 Jo Anne Reiter, MED reading specialist, is • '90/92 T. Fritz Sprague, BA government/ 
industrial recreation, was appointed to the • the new principal of Berney Elementary • MPA public administration has been ap-
Collecti,bles 
& Limited Edmon Art 
Mill Creek Studios present 
American Legacy 
& Wildlife Collections 
Seraphim Classics by Roman 
Harley Davidson 
Bergsma Collections: 
Prints & Cards 
Pipka, Memories of Christmas by 
Prizm, Ducks Unlimited 
Big Sky Carvers .. plus much more! 
Come see why Rose of Sharon is such a 
special gift shop----because you a-re wtnth it! 
Gift Certificates, Layaways, 
Free Gift Wrapping 
VISa/Master Card 
American Express 
• School. She has worked with the Walla Walla, • pointed Deputy City Manager of Sterling 
• Wash., School District since 1981. Heights, Minn. He has served as an assistant 
• '87 Ron Anderson, BA sociology, has been 
the Tekoa, Wash., police chief for the past ten 
• years. He has been involved in law enforce-
• ment since 1973. He is married and has eight 
• children. 
'87 & '96 Jerry Irwin, BA/MBA business 
• administration, has been appointed General 
• Manager of the Spokane Valley Mall in 
• Spokane, Wash. He started with the company 
• as Assistant General Manager in July 1997. 
• '87 Ervin R. Kuebler, BA radio and television, 
• married Leigh A. Francisco January 24, 1998, 
• at St. Thomas Episcopal Church in Medina, 
• Wash. He is working as a heavy equipment 
• operator for Watson Asphalt and works part-
time doing radio sports commentary. 
• '87 & '90 Beverly Robertson, BA general 
• studies/ MS communications, is retiring in 
• December 1998 to devote herself full-time to 
• First Class Books, in a partnership, where she 
• is both author, and vice-president. The 
• company has over 100,000 books in print. 
in Commerce City, Colo., and West Palm 
Beach, Fla. While pursuing his MP A, he 
• worked for Eastern's Campus Police Dept. 
• '90 Eric V. Zimmerman, BA history, a 
• Captain in the United States Army, stationed 
• at Camp Shelby, MS, married Anke 
• Werkmeister February 28, 1998. They will 
• reside in H~ttiesburg, MS. 
• '91 Haruna Matsuhashi, BAB business 
• administration, is living in Tokyo, Japan and 
• working at Adidas Japan as Product Manager. 
'91 Jessica Baldwin Ryse, BA business 
accounting, and '92 Tom Ryse, BA studio art, 
• were married in January of this year. 
• '91 Rachel F. Wexler, BS physical education, 
• is married to Michael S. Johnson, MS 
• geology, '92. Mike is working for the Navaho 
• Nation Government as a Hydrologist II, where 
• he has been for the past six years. Rachel is 
• staying busy taking care of their two children: 
• three-and-a-half-year-old daughter Gemma, 
• and three-month-old son Elijah. 
'88 Tor Kristian Berg, BA English, has been • '92 Lori K. Hoover, BA urban and regional 
• married to his wife, Susan, since 1991. They • planning, is employed by King County, 
• have two children: Micah Kristian born March • Wash., DDES with the posit-ion of Planner II, 
• 25, 1994 and Hannah Lindsay born October • reviewing subdivision developments. Since 
• 20, 1997. He received his master of divinity • graduating, she has worked as a Project 
• from Luther Seminary in St. Paul, MN, in June • Planner/Manager for Barghausen Consulting 
1994. He served as Associate Pastor of • Engineers, specializing in commercial projects 
• Ebenezer Lutheran Church in Lake Stevens, • and as a Land Use Consultant with an 
• Wash., in 1994. Currently, Tor is Pastor of • emphasis in Real Estate. Currently, she resides 
• Trinity Lutheran Church in Pullman, Wash. • in downtown Seattle, Wash. Lori wishes to say 
'88 Dr. A. Karim Kahn, MA history, received 
• his Ph.D. in History in August of 1997. He is 
• employed by the University of Hawaii. 
• '88 & '95 Jeff White, BA recreation manage-
• ment & recreation and leisure services/BAE 
reading, has been teaching in the Eastmont, 
Wash., School District for the past three years, 
in the primary grades. He and wife, Rosalind, 
• a special "hi" to Dr. Winchell, Dr. Hurand and 
fellow Classmates; Tye P., Kent Z., Dianne 
(how's the habitat house?), Tom (Afghan 
Wigs) and Troy (Prez) . 
• '92 Jody Anne (Backus) Howard, BA 
• psychology, has been working for K/P 
• Corporation since 1994. She had a baby girl in 
• November 1997. 
• have a daughter Mia, born March 27, 1997. • '92 Ryan D. Leclaire, BAE mathematics, was 
• '89 Ted Mobley, BA business administration, • recently hired as Instructional Resources 
• is the owner of the Alaska Live Crab Company • Director for Olympic Educational Service 
• in Seattle, Wash. He married his wife, April, a • District, an agency of the state of Washington. 
• WSU graduate, in 1997, so of course they were • He completed his master's in education/ 
• interested in the EWU-WSU merger outcome. • professional development in May 1998. 
• He is enjoying life in Seattle, and is very active • '92 & '98 Linda (Reger) Stumbough, BAE/ 
• in seafood trading to countries in the Far East. • MA education, is living in Spokane, Wash., 
• with her husband, Doug, a 1994 EWU 
graduate, and their new baby. 
• '92 Bonnie Kim Waite, BS chemistry, 
• attended University of Washington School of 
• Medicine, graduating with a M .D. in 1996. 
• Currently,-She is in her third and final year of 
• her residency in Internal Medicine with 
• Internal Medicine Spokane, a residency 
• affiliated with the University of Washington. 
• Her time is divided between Sacred Heart and 
• Deaconess Medical Center, Spokane, Wash., 
• and private community physician's practices. 
• '92 Kristen R. (Volez) Sutich, BA communi-
• cation disorders, married Daniel Sutich in 
• August of 1997. She received her teaching 
• certificate from St. Martin's College in Lacey, 
• Wash., in May 1998. She is currently working 
• on completing her master's degree . 
• '92 Julie Yake, BA general studies, an adjunct 
• professor of marketing, business, management 
• and salesmanship here at EWU, was recently 
• hired by Lee Northwest Publishing Co. She 
• was hired for the position of corporate sales 
• manager. 
'92 Mohammad Zafar, MS geology, worked 
as a research associate at the Geoscience 
• Laboratory, Geological Survey of Pakistan in 
• Islamabad (a JICA-funded project), for about 
• five years after graduating EWU. Since April 
• 1998, he has been enrolled in a Ph.D. program 
at Naruto University of Education in Japan. 
• '93 Lane Anderson, BA business administra-
• tion, is employed by Central Washington 
• University, where he recently became confer-
• ence facilitator. Previously, he worked in the 
Scheduling/Event Planning office here at EWU. 
• '93 Thomas (Fyock) Brousseau, graduated 
• from the Medical College of Pennsylvania in 
• May 1998 and is now pursuing a family 
• practice residency in Phoenix, Ariz. 
• '93 & '94 Jennifer (Moses) Day, BA applied 
• psychology, and Peter Day, BA applied 
• psychology, received their master's in 
education from Whitworth College on May 
• 16th, 1998. Jennifer is a therapist/case 
• manager with Lutheran Social Services. Peter 
• is an intervention specialist at West Valley 
• High School. They live in Spokane, Wash. 
'94 Christine D. Burke, BA mathematics and 
• economics, worked as a System Administrator 
• for SAIC in Hampton, VA. She transferred to 
• Colorado Springs, CO, as Senior Systems 
• Security Analyst, and has since been promoted 
• to Business Director. Currently, she is 
• pursuing her educational goal of a master's in 
business. 
• '94 & 97 Michael Nitzsche, BA government/ 
MPA public administration, has been hired as 
a temporary director of the Ritzville, Wash., 
area Chamber of Commerce. 
• '94 Christian Perreiah, BAE earth science/BA 
• history, is employed by Spokane School 
• District 81. He is teaching U.S. History at 
• Chase Middle School, in Spokane, Wash., and 
• is currently working on his master's degree in 
• history here at EWU. 
• '94 CJ Scott, BA physical education, and '95 
• Jennifer (Randall) Scott, BA physical 
• education, are living in Port Orchard, Wash., 
• with their two children. CJ teaches elemen-
• tary PE and is coaching swimming. Jennifer 
teaches Title I/Lap with the South Kitsap 
• School District. 
• '94 Kellie M. Williams, BAE reading, is 
• teaching bilingual students for the San Felipe 
• Del Rio Consolidated Independent School 
• District, three miles from the Mexican border. 
• She is teaching the first grade at LAFB, Texas. 
• '95 Jennifer R. (Diamond) Gilliland, BA 
English literature, is working for the Quincy 
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Valley Chamber of Commerce. In June of this 
year Jennifer was appointed executive 
director. She was married October 4, 1994, in 
Ephrata, Wash., to Greg Gilliland. 
• '95 Dee Sienknecht, MA music, is currently 
Director of Choral Activities at Texas A&M 
• University in Kingsville, Texas. She directs two 
• ensembles, teaches studio voice lessons, 
• conducting and methods classes. 
• '95 Melissa V. Tucker, BA applied psychol-
'95 D' Andre L. Knight, BA sociology, joined • ogy, graduated "number one" in her class 
the United States Navy in 1996. Ensign Knight • from the University of New Orleans. She 
recently participated in a change of home port • obtained her MED in counselor education and 
ceremony, aboard the aircraft carrier USS is working towards h er state certification. She 
Independence. His ship departed its former • works at the Community Psychiatric Clinic in 
home port in Yokosuka, Japan for the last Seattle, Wash. 
time to meet USS Kitty Hawk in Pearl Harbor, 
Hawaii to turn over status as the only aircraft 
carrier based outside the U.S. The USS 
Independence is scheduled to be decommis-
sioned in Bremerton, Wash., in September. 
• '95 Matthew Weberling, BA criminal justice, 
• was recently commissioned (along with 44 
• other new troopers) by th e Washington State 
• Patrol. His first assignment will be in Vancou-
• '96 Anita L. (Kuhn) Martinez, BA business 
• administration/finance, earned her degree 
• taking evening classes while working at 
• Inland Northwest Bank. On April 13, 1998, 
• she began working as a Credit Analyst for the 
• Potlatch Corporation. She married husband, 
• Ron April 4, 1998. 
'96 Kresa Moore, BA finance, a business 
analyst for Nordstrom, married John Moore 
May 23, 1998, at Springwood Ranch in Thorp, 
• Wash. They will make their home in Seattle. 
• '96 Delmar Olsen, BAE German, was recently 
• hired as a full time employee of the Odessa 
• Police Department. He lives with his wife, 
• Cyndi, and their two children, Victoria and 
• Darius, in Odessa, Wash. 
• degree at the University of Montana this fall. 
• He will be a member of the Skeletal Recovery 
team. 
• '97 Eric Flamoe, BS chemistry, is at the 
• University of Cape Coast, in Ghana, West 
• Africa. He is teaching plant tissue culture 
• techniques to fourteen bachelor's students. 
Eric is using his knowledge in biotechnology 
in an effort to develop a disease-resistant yam, 
a protein-enhanced cassava, and several other 
• crops to make agriculture in the area more 
• productive, helping to end the hunger and 
• malnutrition experienced by the people of the 
area. 
• '97 Krissy Healy, BA art history, is employed 
• by Tacoma Art Museum. She married Mike 
'95 Chad Larsen, BAE reading, is a sixth 
grade teacher with the Ferndale School 
District. He lives in Bellingham, Wash. 
• ver, Wash., where he will assist in traffic 
• duties. 
• Qunell May 23, 1998, at Pilgrim Lutheran 
• '96 James P. Weed, BA psychology, is • Church in Puyallup, Wash. The couple live in 
• working for the Ellensburg Police Department. • 
• '96 Tonie Ann Careiro, BAE physical • He lives in Ellensburg, Wash., with his wife, Puyallup. 
'95 Patrick K. Leong, BAB finance, is 
employed by Mun Siong Engineering Private, 
Ltd., in Singapore. He married Ling Ying Lim, 
a 1995 EWU graduate who is teaching school 
in Singapore. 
• education, a PE teacher in Benton City, • Trisha. • '97 Sally Holtz, BAE special education, 
• Wash., and '97 Spencer A. Reiboldt, BAE 
• physical education, a Special Education 
'96 Susan Yaw, BAE reading, is one of seven • taught seventh grade math and science during 
• the 97-98 school year and will be teaching 
• teacher at Kamiakin High School, were 
• married April 4, 1998, at Church of the 
• new teachers hired by the Quincy, Wash., 
• School Board for the 1998_99 academic year. • sixth grade during the 98-99 year for the Post 
• She will teach first grade students at Mountain : Falls School District in Post Falls, Idaho. 
'95 Kelly Malone, BA history, graduated in 
June 1998 from the University of Washington 
School of Law with her Jurist Doctorate 
degree. 
• Nazarene in Kennewick, Wash. The couple 
• live in Kennewick. • View Elementary. • '97 Vicki Chiewi Lin, BA studio art, has been 
• ,96 Charles William Curren, MSW social • '97 Francine Boxer, BA liberal arts, is now 
• Spokane County's new top employee. She was 
• work, a social worker for Washington State • appointed to the position of County Adminis-
• Department of Children and Family Services, • trator in March of this year. She started out 
'95 Rick Petry, BA government, graduated in • married Kelli Marie Whitney April 4, 1998, at • her career with the county twenty-three years 
June 1998 from the University School of Law • Unity in the Olympics Church in Port ago as an office assistant. Her most recent 
in St. Paul, MN, with his Jurist Doctorate • Angeles, Wash. They will make their home in position was Assistant Ch ief Administrative 
degree. He works at a law firm in St. Paul. • Sequim, Wash. Officer and Director of the Parks, Recreation, 
'95 Candace Sue Sieg, BAE reading, a • '96 Kathy Fuchs, BA accounting, is working • Fair and Golf Department. 
kindergarten teacher in the Nor.th Franklin • with Moss-Adams Accounting firm in Yakima, • ,97 Chris Casserino, BA/BS anthropology & 
• selected as Sales Representative at Tule 
• Gallery, a contemporary Mexican art gallery 
• in the historic Pioneer Square district of 
• Seattle, Wash. 
• '98 John Vasquez, BS chemistry, an EWU 
McNair scholar, has been accepted into the 
Ph.D. Chemistry program at the University of 
Nevada, Reno, with a teacher assisting 
• fellowship. 
School District in Conn , Wash., married • Wash. She became a licensed CPA this year. • biology, will begin work towards h is master's 
Kevin Smith ~p-rf 4, 1998. • • 
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• Anti-freeze Distillers 
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Nadine Gage Sullivan '65 
Owner 
20711 E. Euclid, Suite B, Otis Orchards, WA 99207 
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email:sully111n@spokm1e.net 
993-0789 
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Networking 
LARRY MOBERG '85 
President 
14 E. Mission, Spokane, WA 99202 
Phone: (509) 326-7030, Fax: (509) 326-6979 
email: lmoberg@ccsspokane.com 
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CLASS NOTES 
• Memorials may be made to Camp Fire Boys • died June 21, 1998. Al was the former mayor ·PERsPFLTIVE 
In Memoriam • and Girls at 154 S. Stevens, Spokane, Wash. • of Cheney. He coached all sports at Manson • Eastern Washington University • and Kennewick, Wash., high schools. Later he • '40 Charlie A. Giles, BA early childhood 
• education, died March 25, 1998. He taught in • became dean of students here at EWU, until : Cheney, WA 99004-2431 
• Colfax, Wash., for two years, then served in 
'27 Helen C. Woody, teaching certificate, • the U.S. Army Air Corps during WWII. After 
died June l 8, 1998· She taught in one-room • his discharge as a first lieutenant, he resumed 
schools, often picking up the students in a his career in education as a principal in the 
horse and buggy, until she married. She Endicott Public School system from 1946 to 
• his retirement in 1991 as dean of students 
• emeritus. He served 14 years on the Cheney 
• City Council, and was mayor from 1986 to 
1997. He was actively involved in the EWU 
• Athletic Association, the EWU Alumni Board 
• of Directors, the Cheney Chamber of worked for the state of Washington in the 1950. Charlie then served as superintendent 
Welfare Office, and the Employment Office. of schools in Endicott and in Moxee, Wash. • Commerce, the Rotary Club and the Washing- • 
In 1949, she returned to teaching. Helen • He was a member of many educational 
enjoyed t raveling and camping wiili her associations, the International Footprinters, 
• ton State Advisory Commission on Intergov-
• ernmental Relations. 
grandch ildren. After retirement, she worked as : Phi Delta Kappa, the Masonic Lodge, the 
a volunteer at Karma Crisis Line, and at • Lions Club, the Yakima Valley Credit Union 
• '57 Dennis Jay Clark, BA math, died April 1, 
Catholic Community Services. She was a • Nominating Committee, the Optimist Club 
member of Immaculate Conception Parish. • and was a founding member of KYVE 
1998. He was a lifetime resident of Spokane, 
• Wash. He served 20 years in the military 
Donations may be made to Cocoon House, • Educational Broadcasting. Memorials may be 
2726 Cedar Street, Everett, Wash. 9820l, • made to the American Diabetes Association or 
• including a tour of duty in Vietnam, where he 
• was a member of the Black Horse regiment. 
Catholic Community Services Foster Children • the American Heart Association. 
Program 1918 Everett Ave, Everett, Wash. , or 
• Dennis worked as a purchasing ·manager for 
• Cowles Publish ing Co., for 16 years, before 
Hospice of Snohomish County, 2731 
Wetmore Ave, Everett, Wash. 98201 
'27 Meta Ziegler, teaching certificate, died 
'43 Ione (McQuown) Bramlet, BA education, 
• died March 12, 1998. She taught school for 
• many years in Washington, Idaho, and 
• retiring two years ago. He was an active 
• member of the Audubon Park Methodist 
• Church. Memorials may be made to the 
• American Heart Association or the Audubon 
• Arizona. She spent her life working with and 
teaching children. She also enjoyed life as a 
homemaker 
June 25, 1998. She taught school until her 
marriage in 1930. She was a homemaker and a • 
member of Chewelah Rebekah Lodge No. 162, 
• Park Methodist Church. 
• '59 Patricia Gray, BA education, died June 1, 
1998. She was a homemaker and lifetime in Chewelah, Wash. Meta moved to Spokane, 
Wash., about four years ago. Memorials may 
be made to Hospice of Spokane. 
'28 Alice Irene Els, teaching certificate, died 
July 27, 1998. A daughter of Odessa area 
pioneers, she taught in rural schools in the 
same area. She was a member of Christ 
Lutheran Church. Memorials may be made to 
the Odessa Historical Society, the Lincoln 
Hospital Foundation or to a charity of choice. 
'30 Charlotte Lowe, education certification, 
died April 8, 1998. She was a member of the 
Wheatland Grange, the Whitman County 
Cowbelles and the Whitman County 
Historical Society. 
'31 Mabel Mikalson, teaching certificate, 
music, died April 13, 1998. She taught music 
at public schools in Dixie, Ione, Pasco and 
Trentwood, Washington. Mabel was a 
member of the Daughters of Washington 
Pioneers, the Spokane Genealogical Society, 
the Quarterly Dance Club and the Knife and 
Fork Club. She was a Girl Scout volunteer for 
15 years. Memorials may be made to the 
International Rett Syndrome Association, 
9121 Piscataway Road, Suite 2-B, Clinton, MD 
20735. 
'32 & '51 Esther (Oswald) Phillips, teaching 
certificate/ BA education, died March 16, 
1998. She moved to Western Washington and 
returned to Spokane Wash., in 1960. She 
taught at the Newport, Wash., School District 
and Havermale Junior High School. For 22 
years, Esther taught honors English at Shadle 
Park High School in Spokane, Wash., until her 
retirement in 1985. She was a member of 
Delta Kappa Gamma, South Walnut Garden 
Club, Deaconess Hospital Auxiliary, Spokane 
College Women, Spokane Retired Teachers 
Association, Tawanka, Jo,nas Babcock Ch apter 
of Daughters of t h e American Revolution and 
the First Baptist Church. Memorials may be 
made to Alzheimer's Association, Eastern 
Washington Chapter. 
'35 & '58 Lucille Wilbur, teaching certifi-
cate, early childhood education/BA education, 
died June 6, 1998. She taught school at 
Evergreen and Chattaroy, Wash., elementary 
schools, before retiring in 1972. She received 
the National Leadership Award from 
Campfire Girls, and was active as a Cub Scout 
leader, and as a PTA officer. Lucille was a 
member of the Centenary Methodist Church, 
and actively supported Spokane's All-City 
Orchestra and Band, and the Silver Spurs. 
• '48 Carolyn Dore, BA early childhood ed., 
• died April 7, 1998. She began her teaching 
• career at Finch Elementary, in Spokane, 
• resident of Spokane, Wash. She was also a 
• member of St. Frances of Assisi Parish. 
• Wash., where she was in charge of after school • '60 & '65 Faye (Perrenoud) Bull, BA/MA 
sports. She was also active in the All-City education, died April 8, 1998. She taught at 
Track and Cross-Country meets. Carolyn Dishman Elementary School in the Spokane, 
• taught at Whitworth College, Gonzaga • Wash. , area for several years. She then taught 
• University and Pacific Lutheran University. • English in Bogota, Colombia, in 1969. When 
She was active with state and local athletic • Faye returned to the United States, she lived 
• organizations, the Silver Spurs and Camp Fire • in Portland, Ore., where she worked for 
• Girls. After retirement, she spent years as a • Weston Property Management and was 
• volunteer for Holden Village, the Parks • actively involved with the Portland Neighbor-
• Department and the Forest Service. Memorials • hood Crime Prevention program with the 
• may be made to the Central Washington • Portland Police Department. She returned to 
• Hospital Home Health/Hospice Program. • Spokane in 1993. Memorials may be made to 
'SO Kenneth N. Lafavour, BA early childhood • the Humane Society of the United States, 
education, died May 5, 1998. He served in the • 2100 L. treet, Washington D .C. 20037. 
United States Army from 1945 through 1946, • '70 Gladys Peterschick, BAE geography, died 
• when he was honorably discharged with the • April 16, 1998. She was raised in Tekoa, 
• rank of first sergeant. After earning his BA, he • Wash., and enjoyed her life as a homemaker. 
• taught sixth grade at Okanogan, Wash., before • 
'71 Carol Filippini, BAE music, died May 26, 
1998. She taught music in Newberg, Ore., in 
1971, and taught second grade in Davenport, 
• moving to Juneau, Alaska, where he was 
• employed by Pacific Northern Airlines. In 
• 1962, he began service for the state of Alaska 
• working in the Departments of Labor, 
• Administration; and Transportation and 
• Wash., from 1972 to 1977. For the past 21 
• years she taught in the Central Valley School 
• Public Facilities. The family requests that 
• friends who wish to honor his memory do so 
• by writing and giving them some remem-
• District, in Spokane, Wash. Carol was a 
member of the Spokane Valley United 
Methodist Church, Order of the Eastern Star, 
National Geographic Society, Washington 
Education Association and held the Grand 
Cross of Color for the order of Rainbow Girls 
• brance they have of Ken. These may be mailed • 
• to Reva Lafavour at 1455 180th Ave NE, 
• Bellevue, Wash. 98008. 
• '51 Viola Malcolm, BA early childhood 
• education, died May 10, 1998. She taught in 
• rural areas near Livingston, Mont., for several 
• years, then taught in Anchorage, Alaska. In 
• 1948, she moved to Spokane, and taught in 
• the Central Valley School District. She taught 
• first grade at Opportunity, University and 
• McDonald elementary schools before retiring 
• in 1974. Viola was a m ember of Delta Kappa 
• Gamma and the Central Valley Educat ion 
• Association. She was an accomplished pian ist. 
• Memorials may be made to th e Arthritis 
• Foundation. 
• Mount Silcox Chapter No. 111, of Thompson 
• Falls, Mont., Memorials may be made to the 
• American Cancer Society. 
• '79 Judith H. Stone, MA-music, died January 
19, 1998. Judith was a dedicated homemaker, 
• ardent gardener, and a skilled needleworker. 
She served her community as a school trustee 
in Trail, British Columbia, chairman of 
Kootenay Board Of Health, president of the 
• Registered Music Teach er's Association of 
British Columbia, chairman of the Beaver 
• Valley Library Board , member of Trail and 
District Arts Council and director and vice-
• president of the Kootenay West Progressive 
• '53 Cecilia Shearer, early childhood • Conservative Association. Donations may be 
• education, died March 23, 1998. She taught • made in her memory to the Prolife Society of 
• elementary and high schools in Seattle, and in • Victoria, 305 - 2722 Fifth Street, Victoria, BC, 
• Okanogan, Wash. She then taught for 22 • or Cornerstone Youth Society, Box 100, 
• years in the East Valley School District in • Victoria, BC. V8W 2Ml. 
• Spokane. She was a member of the Tawankas 
• and Delta Kappa Gamma. She also served on 
• the EWU Alumni Scholarship Committee. 
• Memorials may be made to Hospice of 
• Spokane, Wash. 
'86 Angeline Crnick, BAE music, died July 
• 21, 1998. She was in the process of complet-
• ing a master's degree in vocal performance 
• from Central Washington University. She 
• taught math and junior high school and high 
• '54 & '62 Allen "Al-" Ogdon; BA physical • school choir in Othello, Wash. 
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